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Abstract

Thanks to its ability to generate a stable yet programmable output frequency, Phase Locked
Loop (PLL) frequency synthesizers are found in most modern radio transceivers. All prac-
tical PLL implementations suffer from unwanted frequency components such as phase-
noise and spurious tones, and since these components affect system performance they
must be predicted and minimized.

This thesis discuss the design and implementation of fully integrated PLL circuits. Tech-
niques to predict system performance are investigated. The strongly non-linear opera-
tion of PLL building blocks are analyzed, using both analytical and numerical methods.
Techniques to reduce impact of interferer down-conversion and noise folding are sug-
gested. Methods to perform automatic calibration in order to make circuits less sensitive
to process variations are proposed. The techniques are verified through a number of PLL
implementations.

The design and implementation of a transceiver targeting a dual band IEEE 802.11 a/b/g
wireless LAN operation is discussed. The circuit use two PLL:s operating at 1310 to 1510
MHz and 3.84 GHz respectively. Noise contributions of various PLL building blocks and
their impact on over all system performance are analyzed. The combined integrated phase
noise is below -34 dBc, and measured transceiver Error Vector Magnitude (EVM) is better
than 2.5 dB in both the 2.4 and 5 GHz bands.

A low power frequency synthesizer targeting Frequency Shift Keying applications such
as ZigBee and BlueTooth is presented. The synthesizer use open-loop direct modulation
of the carrier, but unlike conventional implementations, the proposed synthesizer is open
both when transmitting and receiving data. This allows the use of a small area on-chip
loop filter without violating noise or spurious requirements. To handle the frequency
drift normally associated with open-loop implementations, a low-leakage charge-pump is
proposed. The synthesizer is implemented using a 0.18µmCMOS process. Total power
consumption is 9 mW and the circuit area including the VCO inductors and on-chip loop-
filter is 0.32mm2. Measured leakage current is less than 2 fA.

A small area amplitude detector circuit is proposed. The wide-band operation and small
input capacitance make the circuit suitable for embedding in an RF system on-chip, al-
lowing measurement of on-chip signal levels and automatic calibration.
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Finally an oscillator topology reducing the phase noise in voltage controlled oscillators
is suggested. By using on-chip decoupling and an amplitude control circuit to adjust
oscillator bias, the impact of current source noise is eliminated. The theoretical phase
noise is reduced 3.9 dB compared to a conventional LC oscillator using the same bias
current.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

During the last decades there has been an exceptional growth in the use of wireless de-
vices. High speed wireless connections are now standard equipment in computers and
mobile devices, and the number of mobile phone subscriptions worldwide exceed 3.25
billion [1]. In Sweden and many other European countries, the number of mobile phones
even exceed the population [2].

Thanks to new design and manufacturing capabilities the performance of wireless devices
have improved at the same time as size and price have decreased. This development is the
result of an intensive research from both industry and academia.

Due to the frequency requirements, early Radio Frequency (RF) circuits had to be manu-
factured using special and expensive processes. Silicon devices have had acceptable per-
formance for radio design in the 1-10 GHz rage since early 1990s [3]. With advances in
processing technology, mainly driven by the digital design community, it became possible
to also realize RF circuits using Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductors (CMOS)
technologies. The combination of low cost and the ability to integrate analog functions
together with complex digital circuits makes CMOS an attractive choice of technology.
Continuing advances in process technology are favorable also the analog performance,
and CMOS is believed to be an attractive choice for RF circuits also in the future [4].

Along with the use of silicon technology, the integration level of RF circuits have in-
creased. Up to mid 1990s, radio implementations were realized using multi-chip solutions
having different ICs for the RF, base-band, frequency synthesizer and oscillator circuits
[5]. The transceivers included external filters and numerous discrete components, often
requiring manual tuning and bulky shielding arrangements.

The feasibility of implementing radio front-end circuits [6][7] and later complete trans-
ceivers [8] in CMOS was demonstrated in the late 1990s. Todays CMOS RF transceivers
include complete systems on chip, where also data converters, demodulator and even
micro processor and memory is integrated [9].

1
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The focus in this thesis is the design and analysis of fully integrated phase-locked loop
(PLL) frequency synthesizers targeting radio applications. In chapter 2 PLL performance
parameters and their impact on a radio transceiver are reviewed.

While the theory and operation of PLL circuits are well known [10][11][12][13], the in-
creased integration level puts new demands on design methodologies and implementa-
tions. Since new wireless standards aim for high performance and data-rates, the PLL
specifications are often stringent, requiring each PLL block to be optimized for best pos-
sible performance. Also, in highly integrated circuits traditional design methods are not
directly applicable since individual building blocks can not be directly measured and char-
acterized. In integrated solutions the designer instead have to rely on simulations. When a
large number of components are integrated in the same circuit, isolation and the coupling
between blocks also have to be predicted.

Due to the wide range of time constants and the strongly non-linear operation, simulation
of PLL building blocks is non trivial. In addition, practical synthesizer implementations
often include control logic and mixed signal circuits to perform calibration, complicating
simulation and verification further.

While direct simulation using a Spice type simulator is possible in special cases [14][15],
simulation times are often long and prone to numerical errors. The designer instead have
to use a combination of hand calculations, linear approximations, numerical methods and
mixed signal simulations. Models having appropriate level of accuracy have to be selected
in different steps of the design.

Chapter 3 discuss various PLL simulation and analysis techniques. Derivation of linear
models of PLL building blocks, as well as non-linear behavioral modeling of PLL perfor-
mance using hardware description languages is presented in detail.

In radio applications the PLL phase noise is of great importance. Methods to calculate
the combined effect of PLL phase-noise performance are well known [16] but also these
methods rely on that the noise properties of each PLL building block is known.

Due to the strongly non-linear operation, phase noise of PLL building blocks are difficult
to analyze, and was not understood until relatively late. While methods to calculate noise
of certain blocks such as the Voltage Contolled Oscillators (VCO) [17], and digital cir-
cuits [18] are now well established, little information regarding other blocks such as the
charge-pumps exist in open literature. Effects such as noise folding in∆Σ fractional-N
PLL:s due to charge-pump miss-match have been investigated [19][20], the charge-pump
noise is approximated to be directly proportional to the duty cycle of the charge-pump.
This approximation does not take the frequency dependent effects of noise folding into ac-
count. In chapter 4 the effects of noise folding due to the operation of the phase-frequency
detector and charge-pump noise is investigated. Noise properties of other PLL building
blocks and their impact on total PLL noise performance is also discussed.

Chapter 5 discuss the design and implementation of voltage controlled oscillators. Since
recommendations regarding oscillator dimensioning sometimes show contradicting re-
sults, for example is the MOS device size recommended to be maximized in [21] and
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minimized in [22], the noise properties of oscillators are investigated in detail. A novel
oscillator topology showing improved phase noise performance is also presented.

1.1 PLL operation principle

Fig. 1.1 shows the block diagram of a typical charge-pump PLL circuit. This is the topol-
ogy that will be analyzed throughout this thesis. The PLL consists of a reference oscilla-
tor, Voltage Controlled Oscillator (VCO), programmable divider (1/N), Phase Frequency
Detector (PFD), charge-pump (CP) and a loop-filter.

Figure 1.1:Typical charge-pump PLL block diagram

The reference oscillator runs at a constant frequency, while the frequency of the VCO is
controlled by a voltage. The VCO frequency is divided by a programmable divider having
a division ratio N. The divided VCO frequency is compared to the reference frequency
in the PFD. When the VCO is running too slow, clock edges from the divided VCO
frequency will come after the edges from the reference clock. The difference in phase is
detected by the phase detector, anduppulses are generated, Fig. 1.2a.

Figure 1.2:Waveforms in PLL Phase-Frequency detector
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When the VCO is running too fast, the reference clock will lag, anddownpulses will be
generated accordingly, Fig. 1.2b.

Theupanddownpulses control current sources in the charge-pump.Up pulses will pump
current into the loop-filter increasing the control voltage anddownpulses will reduce the
voltage. The loop-filter voltage is connected to the control voltage of the VCO forming
a feedbacksystem. Phase difference will be detected and the charge-pump will adjust
the control voltage until the phase difference between the reference clock and the divided
VCO clock is zero. At this point the VCO will run atexactlyN times the frequency of the
reference clock.

The reason for popularity of PLL circuit is partly due to the special properties of the
reference clock. The reference clock can be implemented using a crystal oscillator having
a very stable frequency and good noise properties. Unfortunately it is not possible to build
crystal oscillators operating at high frequency, and the frequency tuning is very limited.

Voltage controlled oscillators on the other hand can operate at high frequency and can
be designed to have a relatively wide tuning range. However, VCO:s are noisy and the
frequency is sensitive to component and temperature variations.

By locking the VCO using a PLL, a stable stability can be achieved also at high fre-
quency. The output frequency can be changed by programming the division ratio. Also,
by properly selecting the loop-dynamics of the feedback arrangement, short term phase
variations of the VCO can be compensated by the PLL, improving the phase noise of the
output signal.

While other PLL configurations are possible, the charge-pump PLL have become popular
in integrated applications since it has infinite lock range, and the phase difference between
the reference clock and the feedback clock is zero when the PLL is locked.

1.2 Transceiver overview

Throughout this thesis different PLL performance parameters and design considerations
are discussed. Many of these methods were used when designing the two transceivers
BlueTraC, targeting Bluetooth applications, andTripleTraC, targeting IEEE 802.11 WLAN
applications.

In this section a brief introduction of the transceiver architectures is presented. In the
following chapters PLL performance parameters are illustrated using measurement data
from these circuit implementations.

1.2.1 BlueTraC

Fig. 1.3 shows the block diagram of theBlueTraCBluetooth tranceiver. The transceiver
is targeting the BlueTooth version 1.2 specification [23]. The design project started as a
research project at KTH, and was later commercialized in the companySpirea AB.
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Figure 1.3:BlueTraC block diagram

The transceiver use direct modulation of the oscillator in transmit mode and a low-IF
receiver. The receiver is implemented using a Hartley image-reject receiver where the
local oscillator is generated using a quadrature oscillator and the base-band phase shift of
the base-band signal is performed using a poly-phase filter. The intermediate frequency is
1 MHz.

The demodulator is implemented in digital domain, using direct IF sampling. A variable
gain amplifier (VGA) keeps the input amplitude at the demodulator input at an acceptable
level. The gain control is using a mixed-signal implementation, where the gain is digitally
controlled using data from the demodulator.

Modulation of the carrier is performed using direct modulation of the oscillator. The os-
cillator have two control nodes, one to set the channel frequency, and one to modulate
the carrier. If the PLL is locked when transmitting data, the PLL would distort the mod-
ulation. To overcome this problem, the PLL is opened, i.e. the charge-pump is turned
off. The loop-filter capacitor will keep the VCO control voltage, and the PLL will operate
at a constant frequency when the PLL is open. Since BlueTooth data is transmitted in
packages, the loop will be closed in regular intervals allowing the PLL to be re-locked.

Leakage current in the oscillator control node would cause the oscillation frequency to
drift. To minimize this drift and allow the use of a small on-chip loop filter, a low-leakage
charge-pump is implemented. The charge-pump use a feedback amplifier to force the
voltage drop of the charge-pump switch transistors to zero when the PLL is open. The
implementation of the charge pump is described in detail in Paper 1

Fig. 1.4 shows a chip photo of the transceiver. The circuit is implemented using a standard
0.18µmCMOS process.

The transceiver architecture differs from a traditional open-loop architecture since the
PLL is open not only in transmit mode but also when receiving data. Doing so gives
several advantages:
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Figure 1.4:BlueTraC chip photo

1. Reduced noise and spurs. Since the PLL is not active in receive mode, noise and spurs
are determined by the VCO only.

2. Lower current consumption. Current consumption is reduced by turning off PLL
blocks when transmitting and receiving data. The charge-pump noise do not affect
system performance since the PLL is not active during data transmission. It is there-
fore possible to use a reduced charge-pump current.

3. Simplified frequency compensation. The VCO low gain port can be used to fine tunes
the oscillation frequency when receiving data. This is used to compensate frequency
errors and simplifies the demodulator implementation [24].

Since the PLL is open both when transmitting and receiving data, it is possible to use a
wide loop-filter bandwidth.

Fig. 1.5 shows a comparison of the phase-noise of an open loop oscillator and an oscillator
locked in a PLL. When locked in a PLL, phase-noise at frequencies within the loop-filter
bandwidth is relatively flat and determined by the PLL components. Using a wide loop-
filer bandwidth (Fig. 1.5a) will result in increased phase-noise compared to an unlocked
oscillator. For this reason the PLL loop-filter is traditionally selected to have relatively
low cut-off frequency (Fig. 1.5b). However, a narrow bandwidth requires large loop-filter
components, and are often difficult or bulky to implement on-chip [25].

Since theBlueTraCPLL is disabled when transmitting and receiving data, the phase-
noise is determined entirely by the VCO. PLL noise and spurs will not degrade the output
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Figure 1.5:Typical oscillator output spectrum of a PLL operating in locked and open-loop mode.

spectrum, and the loop-filter can be selected as wide as possible. This allows the use of
small on-chip loop-filter components.

Enabling and disabling of PLL blocks are controlled by a state machine. When transmit-
ting or receiving a data package theBlueTraCPLL operates as follows:

1. Before the package starts the PLL is enabled to set correct channel frequency. The
PA is disabled during PLL lock in order not to transmit at unwanted frequencies. The
modulation voltage of the low gain port is centered to give zero frequency deviation.

2. A short time before the data packet starts, the PA or the receive chain (LNA, Mixer
and Demodulator) is enabled depending if the transceiver should operate in transmit
or receive mode. The enabled blocks change the load on the oscillator, causing the
frequency to shift. To compensate frequency change, the PLL is kept locked bringing
the oscillator back to the correct frequency.

3. Just before the package starts the PLL is opened. To minimize charge-injection, the
PLL is opened by putting the charge-pump in high impedance mode. This is done
by disabling the pump pulses from the phase detector. The disabling is synchronized
with the reference clock so the PLL is never opened when the charge-pump is injecting
current into the loop-filter.

When the PLL is disabled, the loop-filter capacitors hold the VCO control voltage. If
the leakage current is low, the oscillator frequency will remain centered at the correct
channel.

4. When the transceiver is in transmit mode, transmit data is fed into the low gain port of
the oscillator. The Gaussian shaped modulation voltage is generated using a digital to
analog converter and a digital lookup table.
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The design goals when specifying the transceiver was to achieve a highly integrated solu-
tion using low current consumption and small chip area.

In order to save power the divider and phase detector are disabled when the PLL is open.
The input stage of the divider remains active however, since this block is connected di-
rectly to the VCO and would cause frequency shift if powered down.

Since the transmitter is using direct modulation, the VCO is operating at exactly the same
frequency as the power amplifier. For this reason there will be no frequency pulling due
to coupling from the PA to the VCO. This relaxes the reverse isolation requirement of the
buffer between the VCO and the PA.

However, in the first prototype some parts of the architecture was chosen too aggressively,
and the test circuit was experiencing some problems.

The local oscillator was implemented using a quadrature oscillator, using the quadrature
calibration scheme described in [26]. While ensuring good quadrature matching, the ana-
log feedback in the calibration scheme was degrading the oscillator phase-noise. The
degraded phase noise could be corrected by using a mixed signal feedback using a pro-
grammable capacitor bank instead of the analog feedback using a varactor. A second
problem with the oscillator was inaccurate varactor models, causing the modulation index
to bee too high.

The receiver was also suffering from insufficient LO buffering. The buffering was de-
liberately designed weak in order to save current. This made interfering signals from
the receiver leak into the oscillator, causing frequency pulling. The oscillator could also
experience injection locking when receiving very strong signals.

BlueTraC was never put into production, but the lessons learned from the implementation
gave important input to future projects.

1.2.2 TripleTraC

Fig. 1.6 shows the block diagram of theTripleTraCWireless LAN transceiver circuit. The
transceiver target multi band multi standard operation complying with the IEEE 802.11
a,b and g standards.

WLAN 802.11b and g both use a frequency band between 2400 and 2485 MHz, while
the 802.11 a use several bands in the range 5150 to 5825 MHz. To accommodate both
frequency bands the transceiver use a wide-band IF receiver and two step up conversion.

Fig. 1.7 shows the frequency plan of the transceiver. In receive mode the RF band at 5
GHz and 2.4 GHz is down converted to an IF at 1.3 to 1.5 GHz. The architecture use
separate low-noise amplifiers for each frequency band. The down conversion mixers are
shared between the 2.4 and 5 GHz bands in order to reduce chip area. Since the receive
bands are widely separated, the image rejection provided by the RF band select filter and
the narrow-band operation of the LNA:s is sufficient, and no further image rejection is
needed.
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Figure 1.6:TripleTraC block diagram

Figure 1.7:TripleTraC frequency plan.

The IF signal is down-converted to base-band using a quadrature mixer. The analog base-
band consists of a 4th order Butterworth active RC filter and a variable gain amplifier
having a control range of 70 dB. The cutoff frequency of the filter is automatically cali-
brated using an on-chip calibration circuit.

The transmit path use a two step up converter, using the same intermediate frequency
as the receiver. Two on-chip pre amplifiers are used, one for each frequency band. The
amplifier output powers are programmable between -32 dBm to 0 dBm in 2 dBm steps.

The transceiver use two integer-N PLL circuits to generate the local oscillator signals. The
first PLL (LO1) is programmable in coarse frequency steps between 3840 to 4320 MHz
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using a reference frequency of 20 MHz. The second PLL is programmable in 1 MHz steps
between 1310 and 1510 MHz. The quadrature output signal needed at the IF mixers are
generated using a poly-phase filter.

The use of two PLL circuits relax the tuning range since the frequency tuning are shared
between the PLL:s. The quadrature generation is also somewhat relaxed, since LO2 is
operating at relatively low frequency. The solution do however put higher demands on
the PLL phase noise and spur requirements, since the total phase noise will be the sum of
noise originating from both PLL:s

Figure 1.8:VCO center frequency calibration circuit.

In order to achieve a robust implementation, both LO1 and LO2 perform automatic fre-
quency calibration at power up using an on-chip calibration circuit as illustrated in Fig.
1.8. The circuit utilize the PLL control voltage and a window comparator to detect if the
oscillator is running at a too high or too low frequency. By using a digital up and down
counter, a digital tuning word is adjusted until the tuning voltage is within the allowed
range. A delay circuit in the calibration logic ensures the control word is not updated until
the PLL is settled.

Fig. 1.9 shows a die micro photograph of the TripleTraC transceiver.

The transceiver is implemented using a 0.18µmCMOS process and occupies a total die
area of 12mm2. The circuit is using a 48-pin QFN package with exposed ground paddle
in order to achieve low inductance ground.
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Figure 1.9:TripleTraC chip photo
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Chapter 2

PLL performance parameters

A functional frequency synthesizer must fulfill a basic set of requirements such as being
able to generate all required frequencies, doing so with sufficient accuracy and delivering
the correct output power. In addition, the frequency synthesizer must have sufficiently
high spectral purity.

Figure 2.1 shows the measured output spectrum of a typical PLL in locked condition.

Figure 2.1:Output spectrum of a typical PLL in locked condition

13
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The output signal from an ideal frequency synthesizer would be a pure sinusoidal, having
no noise or frequency error, i.e. all power would be located at one frequency. The real
PLL implementation however suffer from non-idealities such as phase noise and unwanted
frequency components.

Phase noise is random phase variations of the oscillator output and shows as power "skirts"
around the carrier, (a in Fig. 2.1). Phase noise is generated by all components in the
frequency synthesizers, and shaped by the loop-dynamics of the PLL.

Spurious frequency components can be seen as discrete frequency components in the
output spectrum, often symmetrically located around the carrier (b in Fig. 2.1). Spurious
tones can be interference of other blocks in a transceiver, or originate from repetitive
operation in PLL building blocks.

The frequency synthesizer is usually part of a radio system targeting a specific standard,
for example GSM or BlueTooth. In these standards, radio performance parameters are
accurately specified to ensure interoperability between different manufacturers. Since the
radio transceiver can be implemented using many different architectures, the standard do
not directly specify PLL performance parameters. Instead the standard typically include
specifications such required modulation accuracy and maximum allowed emission in ad-
jacent bands. These parameters have to be mapped to the transceiver architecture, giving
the requirements on phase-noise and spurious performance.

While the functional requirements of the PLL are usually straight forward to specify and
simulate, the spectral purity requires a much more thorough treatment.

This chapter discuss PLL performance parameters and how the frequency synthesizer
affects a telecommunication system. While the main focus of this work is PLL frequency
synthesizers, most results are also valid for other frequency generation methods. Methods
to calculate PLL phase noise is discussed in chapter 4.

2.1 Frequency range and accuracy

The frequency range is usually limited by the tuning range of the VCO. Achieving high
performance over a wide tuning range is challenging [27] and oscillators are usually de-
signed not to have more tuning range than required. The oscillator tuning range is always
designed to have some margin in order to allow correct operation even in the presence of
model errors and process variations.

In high speed circuits it may be difficult to implement functional dividers, and the fre-
quency range may be limited also by the digital divider. The number of bits in the divider
control logic also put a practical limit to the frequency range. In divider implementations
using a prescaler, the counter implementation will limit both the maximum and minimum
achievable division ratio [28]. There are no fundamental limits to the possible number of
bits in the divider, but as circuit complexity and current consumption increase with the
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number of bits, it is desirable not to use a divider having more bits than necessary for
correct PLL operation.

Finally, the frequency range may also be limited by the output voltage swing from the
charge-pump, especially in low voltage applications. When the charge-pump output volt-
age approach supply or ground, parameters like current miss-match increase. The PLL
may still be able to lock to the correct frequency, but degraded performance makes the
PLL violate noise and spurious requirements.

2.1.1 Frequency Spacing

Since integer-N PLL frequency synthesizers are only able to lock to multiples of the refer-
ence frequency, the frequency spacing is equal to the reference frequency. If the frequency
spacing is required to be low this will limit the maximum allowed loop filter bandwidth,
possibly resulting in increased lock time and phase noise.

In a fractional-N PLL the frequency spacing is determined by the number of bits in the
noise shaper, and the reference frequency can be high still achieving a small frequency
step. This gives more design freedom to optimize loop-filter bandwidth for good noise and
spur performance. The use of a fractional-N PLL also allows the use of different reference
frequencies. This is an advantage is applications targeting multi standard operation.

The frequency spacing will have a different value than the channel spacing if the channel
frequency if not a multiple of the channel spacing.

2.1.2 Frequency accuracy

In an integer-N PLL the frequency accuracy is determined by the accuracy of the reference
oscillator. To achieve the required accuracy, it is often necessary to calibrate the reference
oscillator.

An alternative way to achieve required frequency accuracy without calibrating the crystal
oscillator is to use a fractional-N synthesizer with very precise frequency steps. The fine
steps can also be used to compensate for temperature drift in the reference oscillator.

2.2 Settling time

The settling time specifies how fast the PLL arrives at the new frequency when changing
frequency. Since the PLL is a feedback system having limited band-width, the PLL fre-
quency will not change instantaneously. The PLL settling time depend on the frequency
step and the PLL loop dynamics.

Since the PLL will only approach the final frequency asymptotically, it is not possible
to define condition when the PLL is "locked" to the correct frequency. Instead the PLL
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settling time must be defined as the time when the frequency error is less than a specified
value.

Even after the frequency error is smaller than the specified limit, the frequency will con-
tinue to change. This may impact the demodulator, and a robust demodulator implemen-
tation should therefore always be able to handle a certain amount of frequency drift.

The lock time is improved by using a wide loop-filter bandwidth. Since reference spurs
and phase noise may degrade if using a too wide loop-filter, there is a trade-off between
fast lock time and good spur and noise performance. In fast lock applications it may be an
advantage to use a fractional-N PLL, since a wider PLL bandwidth may be used compared
to integer-N applications.

2.2.1 Fast lock schemes

Since lock time often is a bottleneck in PLL implementations, numerous methods exist to
improve the settling time.

One method is to dynamically adapt the PLL bandwidth. A wide bandwidth is used during
PLL lock, giving fast settling time. Once the PLL has locked to the correct frequency, a
narrow bandwidth is used to give good phase noise and spur performance.

Variable bandwidth can be achieved in a numerous ways: [29] use of a variable loop-filter.
[30] proposed changing the loop-gain by programming the charge-pump current. In [31]
and [32] fast lock is achieved by using a PFD/CP combination having small output current
for small phase errors, and large output current for big errors.

Fast switching can also be achieved by doing a careful loop-filter design using discrete
time [33].

In applications where settling time requirement is very stringent, fast frequency shift may
be achieved by using multiple PLL:s [34].

2.2.2 Frequency stability

Interfering blocks, load variations and changes in bias or supply voltage will affect the
oscillator center frequency even when the PLL is locked.

This is illustrated in Fig. 2.2 where the PLL frequency is measured when the power
amplifier is enabled.

In Fig. 2.2 the Power Amplifier (PA) is implemented on the same die as the PLL, creating
interference between the blocks. When the PA is enabled, the change in current consump-
tion will affect the power supply voltage, causing the oscillator frequency to shift.

The impact of the frequency change will also affect the modulation. Fig. 2.3 shows the
demodulated signal of a 802.11b data package. The initial frequency error is visible as
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Figure 2.2:Measured frequency vs time when TX-chain is enabled. The power amplifier cause
the PLL frequency to change more than 20 kHz affecting the preamble of the transmitted package.

an irregularity in the beginning at the package. The frequency instability generate phase
variations in the modulated signal, causing rotation of the constellation points.

To handle frequency stability problems, careful attention must be payed to oscillator sup-
ply and grounding. The PLL control voltage must be separated from interfering signals
and the loop filter properly grounded. Loading stages must be sufficiently isolated us-
ing oscillator buffers. Interfering blocks should be separated as much as possible in the
layout.

Fig. 2.4 shows the difference in oscillator stability when using common or separate supply
regulators for the power amplifier and the frequency synthesizer. In Fig. 2.4 the PA is
enable att = 20µs. When using common supply for the PA and VCO, the PLL need 30µs
to settle to the correct frequency. Using separated supplies, this time is reduced to around
10µs.

2.3 Spurious tones

Spurious tones are generated within the PLL itself, or by interfering clocks in the transceiver.

Fig. 2.5 shows the measured output spectra from the 2.4 GHz output of the transceiver
in Paper 4 and 5. The transceiver have two local oscillators, LO1 operating at 3.84 GHz,
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Figure 2.3:Demodulated 802.11b package

and LO2 operating at 1.4 GHz. In addition to the wanted output signal at 2.4 GHz, a wide
range of spurious tones are visible. The leakage from the local oscillators, the harmonics
and the different inter-modulation products are indicated in the figure.

2.3.1 Reference spurs

A small fraction of the reference clock will always leak through the loop-filter and mod-
ulate the VCO, creating sidebands around the oscillator output at a distance equal to the
reference frequency. When the PLL frequency change, the reference spurs will move
along with the carrier.

The power of the reference spurs are related to charge-pump miss-match, charge-pump
leakage or charge-injection [13], and are filtered by the loop-filter.

Reference spurs can be minimized by doing a careful charge-pump design, and by using
a low cutoff frequency in the loop-filter.
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Figure 2.4:Measured oscillator stability using common and separated supply lines

Figure 2.5:Measured spurious tones at TripleTraC PA output when operating in 2.4 GHz band.
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2.3.2 Fractional reference spurs

In a fractional-N PLL implementations, spurs may appear at fractions of the reference
frequency. When using aΣ∆ noise shaper, repetitive patterns in the noise shaper, so called
idle tones, may also generate spurious tones. The fractional spurs can be reduced by
applying so called dithering, i.e. adding pseudo random noise to the least significant bit
in the frequency control word.

Even when dithering is properly applied, fractional spurs may still be present in the output
spectrum due to folding of high frequency noise in non-linear PLL components such as
the charge-pump [20].

In certain prescaler implementations, spurs may also appear at fractions of the reference
clock in also integer-N PLL:s [25]. This is due to cyclic operation of components in the
PLL and can be resolved by using re-timing of the prescaler output.

2.3.3 Reference harmonics

Many PLL blocks, such as the phase detector and the divider, are digital circuits operating
at the frequency of the reference clock. Since digital signals have steep rise and fall times,
signals will contain high frequency components at harmonics of the reference clock. The
harmonics may couple to the PLL output, creating spurious tones at multiples of the ref-
erence frequency. The coupling could be through the supply, bias, magnetic or inductive
coupling of nearby wires, or coupling though the substrate.

In an integer-N PLL, the reference harmonics will be located at the same frequency as the
carrier and the reference spurs. In measurements reference spurs and reference harmonics
can be distinguished by changing the PLL frequency. The reference spurs will follow the
PLL frequency, while the amplitude of reference harmonics remains relatively constant as
the PLL frequency change.

In fractional-N PLL implementations, strong reference harmonics may also appear when
the distance between the PLL output and an harmonic of the reference clock is less than
the PLL bandwidth [19]. A possible reason for this is down-conversion of the VCO in the
charge-pump, as discussed in chapter 4.3.

2.3.4 Overtones

The PLL output will contain energy at harmonics of the fundamental frequency if the
output from the VCO is not a pure sinusoidal. If propagating to the output these harmonics
may violate the out of band emission requirements. Overtones are usually possible to filter
out.

Many applications of the PLL signal, for example when driving a mixer, require fast
switching where the best waveform is a square wave rather than a pure sinusoidal. In this
case overtones are unavoidable, and may even be desired for good mixer performance.
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In other cases the overtone content needs to be minimized. When generating a quadrature
signal using a polyp-phase filter, the harmonic content must be low in order to achieve
good phase matching [35].

2.3.5 Inter-modulation spurs

When several clocks are present on the same circuit, non-linear components may cre-
ate inter-modulation products at a frequency equal to the sum or difference between the
interfering frequencies.

Inter-modulation spurs can be traced by changing the PLL frequency, and noticing how
the spur frequency change.

2.4 Phase noise

Electrical components in PLL building blocks generate noise. This noise affects the PLL,
creating phase variations of the PLL output signal, so called phase noise. Phase noise
affects both the transmitted and received signal, and will distort the modulation of trans-
mitted data.

The trend in modern communication circuits is towards higher data rates and better band-
width utilization. This requires more advanced modulation schemes, increasing the re-
quirements on the local oscillator phase noise. Correspondingly there is an increased
demand for methods to calculate and reduce frequency synthesizer phase noise [36][19].

Designing PLL:s having sufficiently low phase noise is especially challenging in highly
integrated solutions, where the lack of high quality components and interference between
transceiver building blocks will degrade synthesizer performance [37].

Figure 2.6 shows a typical phase-noise distribution of a locked PLL, and the blocks con-
tributing to noise at different offsets.

This chapter discuss phase noise from a radio system perspective. Calculation of PLL
noise and the contributions from PLL building blocks is handled in section 4.

2.4.1 Phase noise spectra

The phase noise spectra can be calculated in a number of different ways, and the spectral
distribution will depend on how the noise spectra is defined [12]. This section summarize
the most common definitions used in radio applications.

The output signalvo(t) from a generic oscillator having a sinusoidal output signal and a
nominal angular frequencyω0 is:
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Figure 2.6:Typical phase-noise distribution

vo(t) = (A+a(t))cos(ω0t +φ(t)) (2.1)

whereA is the mean amplitude anda(t) is the zero-mean amplitude noise.φ(t) is the
phase disturbancein radians. The phase disturbance is the deviations from the ideal
output phase, including effects of the random zero-mean phase noise, initial phase error
and integrated effects of frequency offset and drift.

Oscillators always have an amplitude control mechanism or are followed by a limiting
buffer. For this reason variations of the phase is dominant and the amplitude variations
can normally be neglected.

Normalized spectrum

Neglecting the frequency drift of the oscillator, the Fourier transform of the autocorre-
lation function ofvo can be calculated giving the Theoretical SpectrumWvo( f ), i.e. the
spectrumof vo. The unit ofWvo is V2/Hz.

In radio applications the phase noise is normally expressed as the normalized spectrum
L(∆ f ) at a frequency offset∆ f from the carrier.

L(∆ f ) =
Wvo( f0 +∆ f )

A2/2
(2.2)
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i.e. the noise power relative the total power in the signal.f0 is the carrier frequency in Hz.
The normalized phase noise spectrum is expressed indBc/Hz.

The normalized spectrum is often plotted in log-log scale. Fig. 2.7 shows a typical plot of
the normalized phase noise spectrum.
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Figure 2.7:Measured phase noise

Phase noise spectrum

The normalized spectrumL refers to the voltage output signalvo. In phase noise calcula-
tions and and simulations it is often more convenient to use the phase disturbanceφ and
the corresponding phase noise spectrumWφ( f ).

Unlike the normalized spectrum,Wφ goes to infinity for small frequency offsets. This can
intuitively be understood as the phase difference between an ideal reference oscillator and
a real synthesizer implementation will go to infinity if the two oscillators are left running
long enough.

2.4.2 Relating phase noise to normalized spectrum

Unfortunately there is no simple relation between the phase noise spectrumWφ and the
normalized spectrumL .

However, for moderate frequency offsets the normalized spectrum can be approximated
if the phase variations are considered to create a narrow-band frequency modulation of
the carrier. If the carrier is frequency modulated at a frequencyωm having a peak phase
deviationθp, the output voltagevo can be calculated:
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vo(t) = V cos(2π f0t +θpcos(ωmt)) (2.3)

Expanding (2.3) gives:

vo(t) = V (cos(ω0)cos(θpsin(ωmt))−sin(ω0t)sin(θpsin(ωmt))) (2.4)

If the maximum phase deviation is small, i.e.θp << 1, the output signal can be approxi-
mated:

vo(t)≈V(cos(ω0t)−θpsin(ω0t)sin(ωmt)) (2.5)

and after expanding the equation

vo(t)≈V

(
cos(ω0t)−

θp

2
(cos((ω0 +ωm)t)−cos((ω0−ωm)t)

)
(2.6)

i.e the output signal have two side-bands at a frequency offsetωm having a power equal
to Vθp/2.

Using equation (2.6) the relative amplitude of the sideband can be calculated:

Vsideband

Vsignal
=

Vθp/2
V

=
θp

2
(2.7)

The power is proportional to the squared voltage:

(
Vnoise

Vsignal

)2

=
θ2

p

4
=

θ2
rms

2
(2.8)

Using the phase noise spectraWφ( f ), the normalized spectrumL( f ) can then be approx-
imated:

L( f )≈
Wφ( f )

2
(2.9)

The approximation in (2.9) will be accurate as long as the frequency deviation is small,
but will fail at large frequency offsets. Also, at large frequency offsets the phase part of
the noise in oscillator buffers will dominate, and (2.9) will give wrong result.

Since the phase deviations are relatively small at the frequencies of interest in most PLL
implementations, equation (2.9) is usually a good approximation of the normalized spec-
trum

Many circuit simulations simulates the phase noise spectraWφ but displaysWφ/2. Be-
fore interpreting simulation results it is advisable to read the simulator reference manual
carefully, especially for phase noise at small frequency offsets.
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2.4.3 Measuring phase noise

Phase noise measurement equipment or signal source analyzers are capable of directly
measure phase noise [38].

The normalized phase noise spectrum can be also measured approximately using a spec-
trum analyzer. Since the spectrum analyzer presents the integrated power over the reso-
lution bandwidth, the normalized spectrum have be calculated by dividing the measured
power with the resolution bandwidth and subtracting the carrier power.

The results from measuring phase noise using a spectrum analyzer have to be interpreted
with care, since the internal phase noise of the instrument is added to the measurement
result. Thermal noise of analyzer input stage will set the noise floor, and will limit the
minimum detectable phase-noise. When measuring phase noise the spectrum analyzer
input attenuation should be reduced as much as possible to allow measurement of low
noise power. Also, since a spectrum analyzer can only measure one frequency at a time,
measuring the phase noise using a spectrum analyzer requires the oscillator to be fairly
stable.

Since fully integrated PLL frequency synthesizers are rather noisy but the center fre-
quency is kept stable by the PLL, PLL phase noise can be directly measured using a
spectrum analyzer in most applications. Measuring phase noise of free running oscillator
is usually difficult however, since the center frequency of the oscillator often drift faster
than the sweep time of the spectrum analyzer.

2.5 Phase noise impact on system performance

Phase noise affects a system differently depending on the frequency offset from the car-
rier. Systems are usually designed to tolerate frequency errors and drift in oscillation
frequency, and are therefore not very sensitive to phase noise at small frequency offsets.

Phase noise at medium frequency offsets affect signal modulation, and is becoming in-
creasingly important in systems using advanced modulation schemes.

At large offset the phase-noise requirements are usually stringent.

2.5.1 Large frequency offsets

Phase noise at large frequency offsets (A in Fig. 2.6) affect both the transmit and receive
path of a radio transceiver. Large frequency offset in this context mean frequencies equal
or greater than the channel bandwidth.

Receive path

In the receiver, phase noise makes the mixer down-convert signals outside the speci-
fied frequency band, so calledreciprocal mixing[39]. When receiving a weak signal
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in the presence of a strong interferer the reciprocal mixing makes both signals be down-
converted to the same intermediate frequency. Since the interfering signal may be much
stronger than the wanted signal, the phase noise must be sufficiently low in order not to
degrade the signal to noise ratio.

The signal to noise ratio in the presence of phase noise and an interferer can be calculated:

SNR= Pwanted−Punwanted−
Z

B
L(∆ f )d∆ f (2.10)

wherePwanted andPunwantedare the power of the wanted and unwanted signals respec-
tively, andB is offset frequency range of the adjacent channel. The required SNR can be
approximated by assuming the phase noise is flat in the unwanted frequency band:

L(∆ f )≤ Pwanted−Punwanted−SNRrequired−10log(Bchannel) (2.11)

Most radio standard documents specify how strong interfering signals must be tolerated.
Equation (2.11) can be used to give a first approximation of the required phase noise in
order to tolerate the blocking signals.

Transmit path

In the transmit path phase noise will make the transmitter emit signals outside the allowed
frequency band. In most standards the allowed Adjacent Channel Power Ratio (ACPR) is
specified. ACPR covers all signal emission in adjacent bands, including phase noise and
spurious tones.

The ACPR due to phase noise can be calculated by integrating the noise power over the
adjacent bandB:

ACPR=
Z

B
L(∆ f )d∆ f (2.12)

When specifying phase noise, a few dB of margin is often added to account for simulation
errors and variations.

2.5.2 Medium frequency offsets

At medium frequency offsets (B,C in Fig. 2.6) phase noise will distort the signal modu-
lation. In for example an audio fm application, phase noise at medium offsets would be
recognized as an audible noise.

The system impact of this noise depends on the modulation scheme and demodulator im-
plementation. Many digital communication systems, for example GSM or DCS-1800, use
phase modulation, and in these standards the maximum allowed phase errors are specified.
Usually both the root mean square (RMS) and the peak phase error is specified [40].
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In standards using more complex modulation schemes such as Quadrature Amplitude
Modulation (QAM), Error Vector Magnitude (EVM) is used to specify the allowed mod-
ulation error. Since the EVM is the total modulation error including effects of not only
phase noise but also amplitude noise, distortion and quadrature missmatch, EVM can not
be used to directly specify the phase noise. Instead, the specification tradeoff between
phase noise and other non-linearities.

The impact of phase noise in OFDM systems is covered in more detail in section 2.6

2.5.3 Small frequency offsets

Phase noise at small frequency offsets (D in Fig. 2.6) often have little or no impact on
system performance.

Since there is always a residual phase error in the reference oscillator, no frequency syn-
thesizer run at exactly the correct frequency and there will always be a difference between
the local oscillators in the transmitter and the receiver. Even if it was theoretically possible
to create two perfectly synchronized oscillators, Doppler shift and reflections in moving
objects would still introduce frequency errors.

All radio receivers must therefore have a mechanisms to handle frequency errors of the
received signal. Low frequency phase noise are not distinguishable from frequency errors,
so this mechanism will also handle phase noise at small frequency offsets.

2.6 Phase noise in OFDM system

In Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing (OFDM), a high speed data stream is
split into several low speed streams, and closely spaced sub carriers are used to carry
data [41]. Each sub-carrier is modulated using a conventional modulation scheme such
as Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK) or Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM). The
frequency spacing of the sub-carriers is selected to be spectrally orthogonal, i.e. at the
center frequency of a sub carrier all other sub-carriers have a spectral null. Ideally each
sub-carrier can then be demodulated without interference from other sub-carriers.

Fig. 2.8 shows an example of the frequency distribution of the sub-carriers of an OFDM
signal. Real OFDM implementations can use many sub-cariers, for example do Digital
Video Broadcasting systems use as much as 8192 sub-carriers [42]. In addition to the data
carriers, several carriers are reserved for guard intervals and pilot signals. Guard intervals
are inserted at the center frequency and band edges in order to relax the requirements
on filters and LO-leakage. Several sub-carriers are also used forpilot tonesto allow
compensation for phase and amplitude variations. The pilot tones are important for how
the phase noise affects the OFDM system.

The sub-carriers are typically generated by using digital signal processing techniques such
as Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) algorithms. While computationally intensive,
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Figure 2.8:OFDM sub-carriers

recent advances in digital signal processing have made OFDM an attractive option also
for consumer and hand-held applications.

OFDM is becoming increasingly popular over single-carrier schemes due to its ability to
withstand multi-path fading and narrow-band interferers. OFDM is currently used in both
wire-bound systems such as xDSL [43] and numerous wireless communication systems
such as WLAN 802.11a and g [44] [45], WiMax [46] and Digital Video Broadcasting
(DVB) [47]. OFDM was recently selected also for the next generation mobile communi-
cation system, Long Term Evolution [48]

2.6.1 Preamble and frequency compensation

The major drawback with OFDM is its relatively sensitivity to phase noise [49]. To under-
stand how phase variations affect an OFDM system it is necessary to study a data package
and the demodulator implementation.

Figure 2.9:802.11a/g OFDM training structure
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In most OFDM implementations data is transmitted in packages containing a preamble
and a payload. Fig. 2.9 shows the preamble of a typical OFDM package, in this case
802.11a/g WLAN [44]. The preamble contain a training sequence to allow signal detec-
tion, gain adjustment and transmitter and receiver to synchronization. The preamble is
detected in the demodulator and frequency and gain errors are compensated.

Figure 2.10:Blocks affecting the phase-noise in an OFDM receiver

Fig. 2.10 shows the block diagram of a principle direct conversion receiver used in an
OFDM system. The PLL and mixer down-converts the received signal and feeds it into
an Analog to Digital Converter (ADC). The rest of the signal processing is performed in
digital domain.

Since the frequency of the PLL always have a small error, the signal will not be down-
converted exactly to DC in the first down conversion stage (a in Fig. 2.10). After converted
to digital domain, the frequency error is detected during the preamble using a frequency
estimation circuit. A compensation signal is generated, and a second mixing, performed
in digital domain, removes the residual frequency error (Fig. 2.10b). If data is transmitted
in packages, the frequency will be re-estimated in regular intervals. The frequency com-
pensation circuit will therefore also compensate for phase variations originating from low
frequency phase noise. This makes the receiver relatively insensitive to phase noise close
to the carrier.

2.6.2 Common phase error

The frequency compensated signal is split into spectral components using a FFT circuit,
where the constellation points are formed by the real and imaginary part of the respective
sub-carrier Fig. 2.10c.

Phase variations at frequencies within the sub-carrier bandwidth (Fig. 2.6 D up to C,
depending on implementation) will create phase variation on the demodulated signal, ro-
tating the symbol constellation. Since all carriers are up and down converted using the
same local oscillators, the phase error will becommonto all sub-carriers. Using infor-
mation from the pilot carriers the phase error can therefore be detected and compensated
[50]. This method is calledcommon phase-error correction.
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The pilot carriers contain a known data sequence modulated using a simple scheme, for
example Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK). Since the position of the constellation of
the pilot data is known, the phase error can be detected and other constellations in the
received data de-rotated accordingly. Fig. 2.11 shows the constellation diagram of a
WLAN 802.11g package with and without tracking of pilot tones. The pilot constellation
points are visible as two dots at the x-axis. Tracking of pilot tones have shown to be able to
compensate for phase noise for frequencies from zero up to approximately the sub-carrier
spacing [50].

Figure 2.11:Signal constellation with and without pilot tone tracking

2.6.3 Inter Carrier Interference

Noise at larger frequency offsets (B in Fig. 2.6) can not be compensated for by tracking
the pilot tones, and will create Inter Carrier Interference (ICI) [50].

The demodulator for the wanted carrier has a power frequency response which has a
sinc2( f ) characteristic. It therefore rejects all sideband carriers, but cannot reject the
adjacent carriers phase-noise sidebands. In the receiver system, this will have similar
impact as additive Gaussian noise and deteriorate the signal to noise ratio.

Fig. 2.12 shows how phase noise from adjacent carriers are added within a sub-carrier.
The number of adjacent carriers and accordingly the ICI depend on the sub-carrier num-
ber. For example will carriers at the far ends of the channel have less adjacent carriers and
therefore experience less ICI compared to carriers in the middle of the band. For exact
calculation of ISI this, and also thesincshape of the channel have to be taken into account
[51].
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Figure 2.12:Neighbor sub-channels phase noise degrades channel SNR

2.6.4 Integrated Noise

If the number of sub-carriers are large, the signal degradation due to phase noise can be
approximated using theTotal Integrated Noise, Lint [52].

Lint is calculated by integrating the total phase-noise of the local oscillator, omitting low
frequency noise where the frequency and pilot tracking circuits will compensate phase
variations:

Lint =
Z − f1

− f2
L( f )d f +

Z f2

f1
L( f )d f = 2

Z f2

f1
L( f )d f (2.13)

where f1 is the highest operation frequency of the demodulator pilot tone tracking circuit.
f1 depends on the demodulator implementation and the number of sub-carriers, but is in
practical implementations somewhere between 1/10th up to the sub-carrier spacing.f2 is
usually selected half the OFDM channel bandwidth. The absolute value off2 is usually
not critical since the phase-noise drops steeply at high frequency offsets.

Note that a frequency band− f1 to f1 around the carrierhaveto be omitted since thetotal
integrated noiseLtot per definition equals one:

Ltot =
Z ∞

−∞
L( f )d f ≡ 1 (2.14)

Lint is commonly used to specify phase noise of local oscillators used in OFDM systems.
The integrated noise gives an indication of the maximum signal to noise ratio of the signal.

For more accurate prediction of the influence of PLL phase noise, the receiver perfor-
mance have to be simulated using a realistic model of the demodulator implementation to
correctly take into account effects of pilot tone tracking [53].
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2.7 Amplitude and phase matching

In many architectures the local oscillator needs to deliver a quadrature signal, i.e. a signal
having two outputs 90◦ out of phase.

The amplitude and phase accuracy of the quadrature signal impact the image rejection
[54], [55]. The Image Reject Ratio is a function of the gain and phase miss-match and can
be calculated:

IRR=
1+(1+ ε)2−2(1+ ε)cos(α)
1+(1+ ε)2 +2(1+ ε)cos(α)

(2.15)

whereε andα is the gain and phase miss-match respectively. Figure 2.13 plots the maxi-
mum allowed gain and phase errors for constant image rejection.
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Figure 2.13:Image rejection

Careful design of quadrature generation circuit is required to achieve good matching.

A quadrature signal can be generated using a simple passive phase shifting RC network.
Since the simple RC network only have equal output amplitudes at one frequency, practi-
cal quadrature generation are often performed using multi-stage poly-phase filters. When
using poly-phase filters it is required to use input signal having low harmonic content,
since the phase accuracy of the filter output signal is sensitive to the harmonic content of
input signal, as shown in [35].

An alternative way to generate a quadrature signal is to use a digital divider.
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If the image rejection is required to be high it is possible to do on-chip calibration, as
was performed for the LO signals in paper 4. Methods to reduce the impact of phase
miss-match using digital compensation techniques have also been proposed [56].

2.8 Other PLL design considerations

In a real product it is necessary to specify a number of addition performance parameters in
addition to the parameters regulated by wireless standard. These parameters include the
operation environment, current consumption etc, and while they do not directly affect the
function of the transceiver, they are often the differencing factor determining if a product
becomes competitive or not.

2.8.1 Operation temperature and allowed temperature drift

Depending on the package and the power consumption, on chip temperature may be sev-
eral degrees higher than the ambient temperature [57].

Not only need the circuit to operate in the specified temperature range, but the temperature
must also be allowed to change. This may be a problem in applications using automatic
calibration. Calibration is usually performed when the circuit power up. When the circuit
is operating, the temperature may increase, causing circuit performance to change. This
may degrade phase noise performance or even cause the PLL to loose lock.

2.8.2 Supply domains and isolation

The signal integrity and isolation between blocks do to a large extent depend on the par-
tition of supply domains, and the layout of interconnect [58]. In order to achieve efficient
isolation, the chip partitioning must be done carefully.

Since RF circuits are often pad-limited, the number of supply and ground pins used must
be selected to give enough isolation while still having a reasonable count.

2.8.3 Testing and calibration

Simulations and measured results never agree perfectly. This may be due to inaccurate
models or process variations.

In order to achieve high yield it is desirable to allow large process variation while still
maintaining good circuit performance. This may be possible by calibrating the chip.
Trimming can be performed using measurement and trimmable fuses.
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Many parameters, like the VCO oscillation frequency, IQ phase and amplitude matching
and filter cutoff frequencies may also be calibrated automatically using on-chip calibration
circuits.

2.8.4 Output power

To give correct operation of blocks using the PLL signal, the output amplitude must be
within specified limit.

Special attention must be payed to the mixer input amplitude, since the mixer performance
is strongly dependent on the LO amplitude. It is often desirable to treat the mixer and LO
buffer as one block where the input amplitude is allowed to vary, still ensuring proper
mixer operation.

If the tuning range is wide the output power level from the VCO will also vary with the
operating frequency [27]. In such cases there may be a need for an amplitude control
circuit or a limiting amplifier.

2.8.5 Power up and power down time

The time for the circuit to go from idle to active state is affected by how fast the bias is
reaching its correct values, how long until VCO:s reach their final amplitude etc. The
power up time is also affects the switch time of the PLL.

In PLL implementations, the reference oscillator usually have the longest power up time,
due to the high Q-value in the resonator. In application where the transceiver switch
between active mode when transmitting or receiving data, and power save mode between
data packages, the reference oscillator often have to be enabled up also in the power save
mode in order to achieve desired power up time.

2.8.6 Supply voltage and power consumption

Due to the CMOS scaling rules, allowed supply voltage tend to drop when moving to
more advanced processes The lower supply voltage and faster devices helps reduce the
power consumption, but limits the dynamic range of analog circuits.

In a PLL designs there is always a trade-off between performance and power. Parameters
such as the VCO phase-noise becomes better for when oscillation amplitude and power
increase. A circuit operating at high frequency also consumes more power than a low
frequency circuit.

In low power applications also the power down time and idle current consumption needs
to be taken into consideration, since if the PLL is active for only short periods of time, the
idle current may account for a considerable fraction of the total power consumption.
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2.8.7 Chip area

As well as the power-consumption it is desirable to minimize the chip silicon area. Also
in this case there is a trade-off between performance and area. The use of inductors may
allow reduced power consumption and improved performance, but are consuming large
area. High-Q on chip inductors consume more area compared to a low-Q inductor [59].
There is also a trade-off between isolation and area. More space between critical blocks
and wires are good for the isolation, but increase the chip area.
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Chapter 3

PLL modeling and simulation

Simulation of a PLL is relatively complex compared to the simulation of other transceiver
blocks. Due to the number of components involved, the non-linear operation and the
wide range of time-constants, traditional analog simulation techniques, such as transient
simulation using a Spice type simulator, are often not practical.

To handle the complexity and be able to predict PLL performance, several modeling ap-
proaches have been developed. Models of different levels of accuracy are useful at dif-
ferent stages in the design process. Each method has advantages and drawbacks, and
normally a combination of the different methods are used at different stages of the PLL
design.

Linear (s-domain) model

Although PLLs are inherently nonlinear circuits, PLL operation can in many circum-
stances be approximated using linear models.

Fully linear models are useful when sizing loop-filter components and doing stability
analysis [16][12]. The models are simple enough for hand-calculations, can be used in
spread-sheet calculations or incorporated in a small signal circuit simulation [25].

The linear models can also be extended to give an approximative prediction of PLL phase
noise. This topic will be handled in section 4.

Discrete time PLL models

The linear models do not take the sampled nature of the divider and phase detector into
account, giving incorrect results for frequencies close to the reference frequency. To over-
come this limitation, PLL models using discrete time state equations have been developed
[60][61]. These models are accurate also for frequencies close to the PLL reference fre-
quency, and are useful to predict the PLL lock time [33].

37
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Numerical PLL models

The linear and discrete time models have the drawback of requiring recalculation of
analytical expressions when making changes to the circuit topology. When including
second order effects caused by for example interconnect and ESD components, the in-
volved expressions quickly becomes very complex. Also, effects such as spurious tones
in fractional-N synthesizers is difficult to predict using the analytical models. In many
cases it is therefore more convenient to use numerical simulations to predict the PLL per-
formance. Numerical models can be used to accurately simulate closed loop PLL [62],
and simulations are much faster than mixed signal simulations.

Behavioral and mixed signal PLL model

Analytical and numerical models are useful when dimensioning and designing the PLL
building blocks, but when implementing the actual circuit it is also necessary to verify all
connections to guarantee the blocks works correctly together. In practical circuit designs
it is therefore good practice not only to verify the interface between block using traditional
simulation techniques, but also simulate the complete PLL using mixed signal simulators.
To speed up the mixed signal simulation and still achieve accurate simulation results,
critical blocks such as the charge-pump and phase detector are simulated using accurate
spice-type schematics, but high frequency blocks such as the VCO and prescaler can
be modeled using behavioral models [63]. The mixed signal simulations runs quickly
compared to a transistor level simulation, and are able to accurately simulate switch time
including non-linear effects.

Spice simulation

Due to the very long simulation times, direct Spice type simulation is normally not prac-
tical during the design process. For example can a simulation of the locking performance
of a PLL take days or even weeks using modern circuit simulators. Even when possible
to simulate the produced results may not give much design insight. Also, due to the many
time steps, numerical accuracy and truncation errors may affect the simulation results.
It is however often useful to run at least one transient simulation in order to verify the
functionality of the complete PLL.

While Spice type simulation is currently not practical, this may change with increased
computational power and recent developments in simulation algorithms. Simulators de-
veloped with specific focus on PLL simulation [15] allows quick analysis of non linear
stochastic systems. While still limited to certain PLL topologies, simulation and noise
analysis by directly using the circuit schematic may be feasible in the near future.

3.1 PLL type and order

In literature PLL topologies are sorted into types and orders. Following the definition in
[12], the PLL type indicates the number of integrators in the loop. The PLL order is the
number of poles in the open-loop transfer function.
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Type-I

The oscillator can be viewed as a phase integrator, and since there is always at least one
oscillator present in a PLL, the lowest PLL type is one.

This kind of PLL use a XOR type phase detector. [12] provides useful information re-
garding type-I PLL:s.

Since the type-I PLL have a limited lock range it is rarely used in analog frequency synthe-
sizers, but have many applications in frequency demodulation and clock recovery. Also,
recent implementations of All Digital PLLs can often be classified as Type-I [64].

Type-II

In a charge-pump PLL the loop-filter capacitor integrates the output current from the
charge-pump. This creates a second integrator in the PLL, and a charge-pump PLL is
therefore of type-II.

Due to the wide lock range and the theoretically zero phase difference between the output
and reference phase, the type-II is currently the most common PLL type in frequency
synthesizers.

Second order type-II PLL

While a second order type-II PLL is possible in theory, all practical PLL implementations
are at least of order II.

However, since the second order type-II PLL can be analyzed using parameters known
from control theory such as natural frequencyωn and damping factorζ the second order
type-II PLL is commonly found in application notes [65] and literature [13].

Third order type-II PLL

The most common type and order found in literature and PLL frequency synthesizer im-
plementations targeting wireless applications is a charge-pump PLL using a second order
loop-filter. When a second order loop-filter is used in a PLL, the open-loop transfer func-
tion becomes order three. The third order PLL also has the advantage of always being
stable.

The third order type-II PLL topology will be studied extensively in following chapters.

PLL of higher order

To suppress noise and spurious tones, a loop-filter of higher order may often be required.

PLL:s using more than two integrators are also used in special applications, but are not
common in frequency synthesizers.
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3.2 Linear models of PLL building blocks

Figure 3.1 shows the block diagram of a linear PLL model, and the corresponding model
equations.

Figure 3.1:PLL linear model

Classical small signal analysis of PLL loop-filter components in combination with Laplace
transforms of other frequency dependent blocks allows the PLL to be analyzed in fre-
quency domain. Using such models, the PLL transfer function can be calculated and the
PLL can be analyzed using common control theory.

The linear model is typically applicable for frequencies sufficiently lower than the PLL
reference frequency, and the model is only accurate when the phase error is small, i.e
when the PLL is locked. Outside this region the linear model will give wrong result, and
the model must therefore be used with care.

The linear model use different quantities in different nodes. All blocks in the linear model
operates in phase domain, except the charge-pump output, loop-filter and oscillator con-
trol node where voltage and current is used.

When using the linear model it is often practical to use phase disturbance rather than the
absolute phase when analyzing the PLL performance. The output voltageV(t) from a
signal having a constant amplitude A, frequencyω0 and phase disturbanceθ(t) is

V(t) = A·sin(ω0t +θ(t)) (3.1)

The phase disturbanceθ(t) is the deviation from the ideal phase, and can include random
zero-mean phase noise, initial phase errors and frequency drift.

In the linear modelθo, θ f b andθre f represent the phase disturbance of the oscillator out-
put, feedback signal at the output of the divider and the reference oscillator respectively.

In order to analyze the circuit we need to derive linear models for all PLL building blocks.

3.2.1 Phase Frequency Detector and Charge Pump

Fig. 3.2 shows the block diagram of a typical zero dead zone phase-frequency detector
(PFD) and charge-pump (CP).
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Figure 3.2:Implementation of a zero dead-zone PFD and Charge-Pump

The PFD is implemented using two edge triggered latches, and a delayed reset circuit. The
phase frequency detector is trigged by the edges of the reference and feedback signals, and
is reset once both edges have been detected.

Figure 3.3:PFD and charge-pump operation when the feedback signal lags, leads and are in phase.

Fig. 3.3 shows typical waveforms in the phase-frequency detector. When the VCO is
running too slow, the edges of thefb signal will come after the edges of theref signal. This
will generate an up-pulse, increasing the frequency of the VCO (Fig. 3.3a). Accordingly,
when the edges of thefb signal come before theref signal a down pulse is generated
(3.3b).

The up and down signals control switchable current sources in the charge-pump. The
width of the up- and down-pulses is proportional to the phase difference between the
feedback and reference signal. When the phase difference between the two inputs is
small, the output pulse would be very short. Since the charge-pump switches have a
limited speed it may not switch completely if the pulses are too short, creating adead
zonefor small phase errors where no current is output. To set a minimum width of the
pulses, a delay in the reset circuit is introduced. When thefb andref signals are in phase,
up and down pulses of minimum length are generated (3.3c). A PFD using such a delay is
called a zero-dead zone PFD. The operation of this delay circuit is important for the noise
analysis, but do not affect the linear PLL model.
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The average output current from the charge-pump will be proportional to the phase differ-
ence between theref andfb signals (fig. 3.4) and can be expressed:

Icp = KD ·
θre f −θ f b

2π
(3.2)

whereKD is called thephase-detector gainand is measured in amperes per radian. In the
linear model it is assumed the up and down currents are equal. The magnitude ofKD is
then equal to the charge-pump pump current divided by 2π.

Figure 3.4:Linear model of Phase Frequency Detector and charge-pump

3.2.2 VCO model

Fig. 3.5 shows the oscillation frequency as a function of the control voltage for a typical
voltage controlled oscillator.

Figure 3.5:Linear model of VCO

Due to non-linear components in the oscillator, the oscillation frequency will not be di-
rectly proportional to the control voltage. For small changes in control voltage however,
the change in oscillation frequency is approximately proportional to the change in control
voltage. In the linear model it is assumed the oscillation frequency is proportional to the
control voltage. Expressing the oscillation frequency as a function of the control voltage
using a functionf (VCtrl ), the relative frequency change for a change in control voltage
will be:

KVCO =
d

dV
f (V) (3.3)
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KVCO is called the VCOgain factoror oscillator gainand is measured in Hz/V.

Since theoscillator gainwill change depending on the control voltage, the linear PLL
model will only be valid for one frequency.

In some text-books the mathematically more correct conceptinstantaneous frequencyis
used instead offrequency. The frequencyof a signal is defined as the number of periods
in a unit time. Using this definition thefrequencyis only defined for a stationary sig-
nal. For non stationary signals it is mathematically more correct to use theinstantaneous
frequency, defined as the derivative of the phase. In the following discussion we use the
definition of instantaneous frequencywhen discussion thefrequencyof the oscillator.

The phase of the oscillator if found by integrating the frequency:

θVCO(t) = θ0 +2π
Z t

0
f (V(t))dt (3.4)

whereθ0 is the initial phase of the oscillator. The phase disturbance used in the linear
PLL model can now be expressed using the oscillator gainKVCO:

θVCO(t) = 2πKVCO·
Z t

0
Vctrl dt (3.5)

Laplace transforming equation (3.5) gives the oscillator transfer function:

θVCO

Vctrl
=

2πKVCO

s
(3.6)

Equation (3.6) is used in the linear PLL model.

3.2.3 Divider model

The transfer function of the frequency divider can be expressed:

θout

θin
=

1
N

(3.7)

where N is the division ratio of the divider.

To understand how the linear model of the frequency divider is derived it is illustrative to
study the waveforms at the input and the output of the divider, Fig. 3.6.

The divider is implemented as a counter where the output is changed after a predetermined
number of cycles. In the example in Fig. 3.6 the division ratio is two. A phase disturbance
at the divider input can be interpreted as a time shift∆t. Since the divider is triggered by
the edges of the input signal, a time shift∆t at the input will generate an equal time shift
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Figure 3.6:A constant time difference corresponds to different phase shifts in a digital divider.

at the output. However, since the input and output period time is different, the relative
phase shift caused by the time shift∆t is reduced by the division ratio.

In the example in Fig. 3.6,∆t is 1/4 of a period at the input, corresponding to a phase shift
of 90◦. At the output the phase shift is only 1/8 of the period, corresponding to a phase
shift of 45◦.

3.2.4 Loop filter

The loop-filter contains only linear electrical components and can be directly analyzed
using classical small signal analysis. The implementation and order of the loop-filter
depends on the application, voltage ranges, required spurious suppression etc.

Second order passive loop-filter

The second order passive loopfilter, (Fig. 3.7), is the simplest and most common loop-
filter configurations.

Figure 3.7:Second order loop-filter

Since the configuration is simple enough to allow straight forward analytical analysis, we
will use the second order loop-filter in the initial discussion about loop-filter stability and
phase margin. Analysis can later be extended to higher order filters by using insights from
the simple filter.

The second order loop-filter have two poles and one zero. The zero is required in order to
give sufficient phase margin and a stable PLL operation.

The linear transfer functionF(s) of the second-order passive loop-filter is:
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F(s) =
Vout

Iin
=

sC2R+1
s(C1 +C2 +sC1C2R)

(3.8)

whereVout is the voltage across the loop-filter andIin is the current from the loop-filter.
Identifying the poles and zeros, equation (3.8) can be expressed:

F(s) =
1+s/ωz

s(1+s/ωp)
· 1
C1 +C2

(3.9)

where

ωp =
C1 +C2

C1C2R
(3.10)

and

ωz =
1

RC2
(3.11)

The loop-filter component values are adjusted to give the PLL the correct bandwidth and
phase margin. Appendix A describes how to calculate the loop-filter components.

Third order loop filter

In order to suppress spurious content of reference spurs and noise from fractional-N PLL
synthesizers, it is often desirable to use a higher order loop-filter. Fig. 3.8 shows the
circuit diagram of a third order loop-filter.

Figure 3.8:Third order loop-filter

The extra RC link creates a pole at high frequency, suppression high frequency spurious
and noise.

The transfer function of the third order loop-filter is

F(s) =
1+sC2R2

s(A2s2 +A1s+A0)
(3.12)
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where

A0 = C1 +C2 +C3 (3.13)

A1 = C2C3R2 +C1C2R2 +C1C3R3 +C2C3R3 (3.14)

and

A2 = C1C2C3R2R3 (3.15)

Unlike the second order loop-filter there are no closed form expression for calculating
the exact loop-filter components. The components can however be calculated by using
approximations of the time constants, or by using numerical methods [13].

Other loop-filter topologies

PLL implementations having high spurious content, for example 3rd order fractional-N
PLL synthesizers, require higher order loop-filter to efficiently filter out high frequency
spurs.

In certain PLL implementations, for example where the varactor voltage range is required
to be higher than the available output swing of the charge-pump, an active loop-filter may
also be desirable. Active implementations and higher order loop-filter configuration can
be analyzed using the small signal PLL model, see [12] or [13] for details.

3.3 Linear PLL model

When the small signal models of all PLL building blocks are known the results can be
combined to calculate the transfer function of the total PLL. Using equation (3.2)), (3.6),
(3.7) and (3.8) the open loop-transfer function can be expressed:

G(s) =
KD

2π
·F(s) · 2πKVCO

s
· 1
N

(3.16)

Figure 3.9 shows the corresponding open loop bode plot and pole-zero constellation for a
PLL using a second order passive loop-filter.

The loop-filter and the VCO form one pole each at the origin. The resistor forms a zero
together withC2, improving the phase margin.

The open loop has unity gain at frequencyω1, where

ω1 = 2π ·BW (3.17)
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Figure 3.9:Loop-filter bode plot and corresponding poles and zeros

BW is called the loop-filter bandwidth. The loop-filter bandwidth is an important de-
sign parameter and is used to trade-off lock-time and phase noise. The BW need to be
sufficiently low in order to allow stable PLL operation.

In literature there are other definitions of the PLL band-width. In [12] the loop-gain K is
used to define the bandwidth of the PLL. K can be recognized as the open-loop gain in
the proportional path, excluding the 1/s factor caused by the integration of the VCO. For
all practical phase-margins the difference between K and BW is less than 1 dB.

The open-loop transfer function is an important tool to calculate bandwidth and phase
margin of the PLL. Is is however usually not possible to directly measure the PLL band-
width, since the infinite DC gain would cause PLL blocks to saturate.

3.3.1 System transfer function

Closing the loop gives thesystem transfer function:

H(s) =
KDKVCOF(s)

s+ KDKVCOF(s)
N

(3.18)

The system transfer function describes how a phase disturbance at the reference input
propagates to the oscillator output.

For low frequency phase disturbances the open loop-gain is high and (3.18) reduce to
become equal to N, i.e. the gain is entirely determined by the feedback divider. This is the
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feature used in frequency synthesizers, where the output phase is exactly N times higher
than the reference phase.

For a third order type-II PLL the system transfer function is

H(s) = BN ·
s 1

ωz
+1

s3 N
ωp

+s2N+s B
ωz

+B
(3.19)

where

B =
KDKVCO

C1 +C2
(3.20)

ωp andωz are calculated using equation (3.10) and (3.11).

3.4 Discrete time PLL model

The linear model is accurate only when analyzing frequencies sufficiently lower than the
reference frequency. For higher frequencies the linear approximation will introduce sig-
nificant errors. These errors affect the accuracy of lock time estimations as well as the
noise transfer functions. To overcome the limitations of the linear model the PLL can be
analyzed using discrete time models.

In the discrete time model the phase/frequency detecor is regarded as a sampler of the
phase error. The charge pump is assumed to inject current impulses where the charge is
proportional to the sampled phase error [10]. The loop gain of the discrete time system
can be calculated by obtaining the impulse invariant transform, as proposed in [60].

For a second order PLL the time-domain impulse response of the cascaded filter and VCO
is found by inverse transforming the open-loop gainG(s) [33]:

gC(t) =
(

KC

b

)
· t +

(
KCτ1

2

)
·
[

b−1
b

]
·
[
1−exp

(
−b· t

τ1

)]
(3.21)

whereKC = (KVCOICP)/(2πNC1), τ1 = RC2 andb = 1+C2/C1.

3.5 Numerical PLL models

Some aspects, such as modulated PLL:s and spurious tones in fractional-N PLL frequency
synthesizers, are difficult to accurately predict using the simple linear or discrete time PLL
models.
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While these aspects are possible to simulate using mixed signal PLL simulations, even
the speed improvements using behavioral models may not be sufficient during the de-
sign phase. Spurious simulation often require several iterations, and in order to find low
frequency spurious tones long simulation are required.

An elegant solution to achieve accurate yet fast simulations was proposed by in Perrott in
[36] and [62]. In a PLL, most noise is in the phase information and not in the amplitude.
The proposed simulation method use fixed and relative long time steps when running a
time domain simulation. The relative phase of all clocks are represented using floating
point numbers.

Figure 3.10:Conversion of contious time waveform to discrete time samples for digital a) and
analog waveforms b).

Behavioral models of digital logic are written so the phase information of all clocks are
preserved (Fig. 3.10a). The transient response of analog blocks such as the loop filter are
modeled using state equations. (Fig. 3.10b). Noise from oscillators passive components
are incorporated as random fluctuations on the signals.

In [62] PLL building blocks are modeled using behavioral models written C++. The
resulting net-list is compiled and executed, giving very efficient simulations. The software
CppSim is available for free download [66].

While it is somewhat difficult to write new analog blocks, logical functions such as PLL
noise shapers are easy to describe using standard C++ code. This makes the CppSim sim-
ulator useful to explore noise shaper implementations, where reference spurs and phase
noise can be simulated and evaluated.

An alternative modeling approach is proposed in [61] where the PLL is modeled exactly
using state equations. In this method the transient response of the loop-filter components
are calculated exactly, giving a low number of time steps required. While accurate, the
method requires extensive recalculation of the equations involved, and the method is thus
not very flexible.
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3.6 Mixed-signal PLL model

Before manufacturing a circuit it is desirable to run a top level verification. The goal of the
simulation is to verify the top-level functionality i.e check that all connections are correct,
that no polarities are switched and that all bias and enable signals have the right direction
and magnitude.

I order to avoid potential mistakes when creating schematics and test-benches, the top
level simulation should ideally be performed using the same schematic as used when
running layout verification.

Running such a simulation using the full Spice net-list would be very time consuming,
especially when including digital blocks such as calibration circuits andΣ∆ noise shaping
logic. It is therefore necessary to create simplified simulation models that still are capable
of accurately simulate the performance of the PLL.

Modern circuit simulators are capable of running so called mixed-signal simulations,
where different parts of the circuit are described using different modeling techniques.
Analog blocks can be modeled using either traditional Spice net-lists or using hardware
description languages (HDL) such as VHDL AMS or VerilogA. Digital blocks are mod-
eled using Register Transfer Level (RTL) output from synthesis tools or using HDL de-
scriptions.

Fig. 3.11 shows a typical partition between different blocks in a fractional-N PLL fre-
quency synthesizer.

The idea behind the mixed signal model is to provide an accurate model of the PLL
operation that is still efficient to simulate.

• Blocks operating at low frequency such as bias circuits and the phase-frequency
detector, charge-pump and loop-filter are simulated using the spice net-lists. This
is done in order to capture potential errors such as connecting the bias to the wrong
polarity, switching signals and also correctly model output swing and saturation
problems in the charge-pump. Parasitic components such as bond pad capacitance
and ESD protection can also be included in the loop-filter model.

• Blocks containing many logical gates such as calibration logic and noise shaper
will have a large number of transistors, and is therefore expensive to simulate us-
ing a spice simulator. Such blocks are more efficient to simulate using either the
VHDL or Verilog code directly, or preferably the RTL code output from the digital
synthesis tool.

• High frequency blocks such as the VCO and the input stage of the prescaler need
very short time steps if simulated directly using a Spice simulator. In the mixed
signal model the high frequency paths of these blocks is modeled using behavioral
models, where the time domain RF signals are replaced by a voltage representing
the frequency.
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Figure 3.11:Models used for different blocks in mixed signal simulation. In order to speed up
simulation, the high frequency signal at the VCO output is simulated using a voltage representing
the frequency.

The partition between the blocks are not fixed, and different representations having more
or less accuracy can be used during the design process. For example may the bias cir-
cuit be replaced by ideal current sources an the initial simulations to further speed up
simulation.

In addition to the behavioral top-level simulation is it also useful to run at least one DC
or transient simulation of the complete top level and verify the all supply and ground nets
are correct and all blocks properly biased.

In the following section examples of behavioral models of a VCO and divider are de-
scribed in detail.

3.6.1 Behavioral VCO model

In order to capture the non-linear tuning voltage to frequency performance and also in-
clude effect of trim codes, the VCO frequency can be described using a simple equation.

In this section the high frequency oscillator inTripleTraCpaper 4 serves as an example for
the behavioral modeling. Fig. 3.12 shows the simulated and measured frequency versus
control voltage for LO1. The frequency is plotted for three different trim codes. Due to
somewhat inaccurate varactor models, the simulated and measured frequency do not agree
exactly. The behavioral model is modeled based on the measured frequency response.
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Figure 3.12:Simulated, measured and modeled frequency vs control voltage for three different
trim codes.

The frequency response could be modeled using a table and linear interpolation, but in
this example a simple mathematical model could easily be obtained by manually curve
fitting the model to the measured data.

Since the inductance of the oscillator is fixed, The output frequency is determined by
the sum of the trim capacitor and the varactor. The oscillation frequency can then be
described:

f =
1

2π
√

L · (Ctrim +Cvar)
(3.22)

L, Ctrim andCvar can be found by curve fitting the model to measured or simulated data.
In the example in Fig. 3.12 it was found the varactor could be accurately represented by a
tanhfunction:

Cvar(VCtrl ) = 1.05−0.2∗ tanh(2.5(VCtrl −0.2)) (3.23)

The values and the function dependent on the actual oscillator implementation, and equa-
tion (3.23) is only valid for the oscillator in paper 4. The trim capacitor is proportional to
the trim code:

Ctrim(Trimcode) = 1−0.075∗Trimcode (3.24)
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When fitting the curves it is important not only to get small errors for the absolute frequen-
cies, but also to have correct derivative of the curves. The derivative determines the VCO
gain, and wrong gain may result in incorrect lock times or even unstable PLL operation.

When frequencies are represented by a voltage in the simulation it may be necessary to
scale the numerical values in order not to create accuracy problems in the simulator. In
the modeled example 1 GHz is represented by 1 V in the simulator rather than 1 GV since
such high voltage would create ill-conditioned matrices and warnings from the simulator.

The behavioral model of the oscillator can be implemented using voltage dependent volt-
age sources, or written in a hardware description language.

A complete listing of the VerilogA implementation of the example VCO is available in
Appendix B.1. This model also include checks for the bias current and enable signals by
usingif clauses.

3.6.2 Behavioral Divider model

Fig. 3.13 shows the block diagram of a behavioral model of the divider.

Figure 3.13:Divider behavioral model.

The input signal into the model is a voltage representing the frequency. The input signal
is divided by the divider division ratio N.

Since the output signal should be a time domain waveform, the divider is implemented as
a voltage controlled oscillator.

A window comparator and control logic verifies the bias current and enables the output
only when bias is within acceptable limits.

To correctly capture the output slope and driving capability of the divider, an inverter is
inserted at the output of the divider. This buffer is modeled using accurate Spice transis-
tor models. Using Spice models of the buffer also verifies that the supply voltages are
correctly connected.
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In most divider implementations the division ratio is updated only when the counter has
reached it full value, in order to avoid erroneous values when changing division ratio. In
the behavioral VerilogA implementation this is implemented by latching the division ratio
when a full division cycle is completed.

The complete VerilogA representation of the divider is available in Appendix B.2.

3.7 Simulating PLL performance

Using the PLL models, performance parameters such as bandwidth, phase-margin, stabil-
ity and settling time can be simulated.

3.7.1 Stability

PLL stability can be analyzed using the linear PLL model and methods known from con-
trol theory, such as root-locus, bode plots and the corresponding stability measures phase-
and gain margin.

As long as the loop-filter bandwidth is low enough for the linear PLL model to be valid,
a second order loop-filter is always stable. However, parasitic components may introduce
higher order poles, and the phase shift from these poles may decrease the phase margin.
Variation in loop-gain due to changes in PLL division ratio and non-linear oscillator tuning
curve may also degrade phase margin at under certain operation conditions.

Fig. 3.14 shows the bode plot of a PLL using a 3rd order loop-filter for two different open
loop gain settings. For the nominal gain there is sufficient phase margin (PMNom in Fig.
3.14). Increasing the loop gain, for example by reducing the divider setting to a very small
value, gives negative phase margin and unstable PLL operation (PMHighgain in Fig. 3.14).
Note that changing the loop gain do not affect the position of the poles and zero, and the
phase of the open-loop transfer function is identical for both loop gain settings.

The unstable operation can also be illustrated by using a root locus plot of the system
transfer function, as illustrated in Fig. 3.15. When the division ratio is decrease, the poles
split and moves towards the right half plane. A real PLL implementation should of course
be designed to be stable for all loop-gains.

For loop-filter bandwidth higher than approximately 1/5 of the reference frequency, the
linear PLL model fails and the PLL may become unstable, even when the linear model
predicts a stable system [33]. To guarantee stable operation the conventional approach is
to limit the PLL bandwidth to 1/20 of the reference frequency [10].

In special applications may limiting the bandwidth to 1/20 of the reference frequency give
unnecessary long lock times. Using the dead-beat response it is possible to design a stable
stable loop filter having higher cutoff frequency in order to achieve faster settling time
[33].
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Figure 3.14:Bode plot of PLL using 3rd order loop filter for two different settings of feedback
divider ratio.

3.7.2 Settling time

Using the linear PLL model, the PLL lock time can be estimated by calculating the tran-
sient response for a frequency change.

For a second order PLL it is trivial to calculate the exact frequency response using param-
eters known from control theory such as natural frequencyωn and dampingζ.

For a third order PLL having a bandwidth lower than 1/20th of the reference frequency
the lock time can be estimated by neglecting the zero and the third pole.

The lock time can then be approximated:

ts =
1

ξ ·ωBW
· ln∆ωout

∆ωerr
(3.25)

whereωerr is the closed-loop bandwidth andξ is the damping factor of the complex
conjugate poles:

ξ = cos(αp) (3.26)
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Figure 3.15:Root locus when sweeping feedback divider ratio. The PLL becomes unstable for
small division ratios.

αp is the angle of the complex poles in the closed loop transfer function. Placing the
poles 45◦ on the root locus does not provide the fastest settling time as would be expected
from the second order PLL approximation [33]. Instead the fastest settling is achieved by
placing the the tree poles at equal distance from the origin of the axes.

The settling time can be calculated by simulating the transient response of the PLL. Fig.
3.16 and 3.17 shows the simulated frequency versus time for a third order loop-filter when
switching from 1.5 to 1.4 GHz (LO2 in Paper 4 and 5). The transient response is simulated
using both linear PLL model (Fig. 3.16) and behavioral model (Fig. 3.17).

The linear PLL is not accurate for lock time simulations since it do not include non-linear
effects such as cycle slipping and variations in VCO gain into account, but may still be
preferred in initial PLL simulations since its simulation times are short enough to allow
iteration of different loop filter settings. The lock time is also easier to estimate using the
linear model, since the waveform is not influenced by high ripple caused by the charge-
pump operation.
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Figure 3.16:Lock transient simulated using linear model
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Figure 3.17:Lock transient simulated using behavioral PLL model
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Chapter 4

PLL noise analysis

This chapter describes the phase-noise properties of PLL building blocks and how the
knowledge of block noise can be combined to predict the phase-noise performance of a
locked PLL.

Since the PLL blocks are non-linear, noise will fold and noise also at high frequency
will be important also for blocks operating at low frequency. Due to the strongly non-
linear operation, traditional AC noise analysis is not applicable when calculating the noise
properties of PLL building blocks. Instead, non-linear methods taking the time varying
noise sources and switching operation have to be used.

Understanding the noise mechanisms of the PLL blocks is important, not only in order to
design frequency synthesizers having good spectral purity, but also to correctly configure
circuit simulators.

4.1 Noise in digital circuits

Digital PLL blocks such as the prescaler and phase-frequency detector are not sensitive
to noise in traditional meaning, but do still contribute to PLL phase noise since noise in
digital gates is translated to timing jitter.

Analytical jitter expressions and trade-off between noise and power consumption in bal-
anced differential pair prescalers was investigated in [18].

If a digital circuit is driven by a periodic signal, the timing uncertainties in the transition
can be interpreted as timing jitter or phase noise [67]. The phase-noise in digital circuits
increase linearly with increased frequency and number of cascaded gates [68],[69].

59
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4.1.1 Amplitude noise to jitter conversion

Assume the noise free output from a digital circuit is a T-periodic signal having a wave-
form v(t) (Fig. 4.1). Due to noise in devices, supply and interconnect etc. this waveform
is displaced by a stochastic processn(t). The voltage at the output of the digital circuit
can then be expressed:

vn(t) = v(t)+n(t) (4.1)

If the digital circuit is realized using electrical component it can be assumed thatn(t) is a
T-periodic cyclo-stationary zero-mean Gaussian process.

Figure 4.1:Noise to jitter conversion in digital gate.

Noise at the input of a digital gate will propagate to the output only at the switch transition,
i.e. when the input voltage is close to the threshold voltage of the gate. If the switch
transition occurs at timetc the timing jitter at the output of a gate is equal to the noise
voltage at the input divided by the derivative of the switch transition. If the output timing
jitter is a functionp(t), the variance at the time of the transient can be calculated:

σ2
p =

σ2
n(

dv
dt

)2 (4.2)

wheredv/dt is the slope at the timetc.

Sincevt is a periodic signal, the phase of the output is sampled atfout = 1/Tout. Due to
the sampling process, noise at frequencies around all harmonics offout will fold and con-
tribute to the total output jitter. Iffout is considerable lower than the noise bandwidth the
frequency distribution of the jitterσ2

p will be relatively white even whenn has a frequency
dependency.

If σ2
p can be considered to be white, the phase noise at the digital output is [18]:
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Ldig = 4π2 fout ·σ2
p (4.3)

The amplitude noise can be directly simulated using a modern circuit simulator. Fig.
4.2 shows the output waveform and the corresponding time varying noise power spectral
density.

Figure 4.2:Noise at the output of a digital gate simulated using SpectreRFTM simulator

The plot clearly shows the noise has its peak at the transitions. It also shows that the noise
when switching from high to low state is slightly higher than the noise when switching
from low to high. This is due to the somewhat higher transconductance of the NMOS
devices. The jitter is however lower on the falling edge despite the higher noise voltage,
since the voltage derivative is higher on the falling slope.

In many applications only one of the edges is important for the phase noise. For example
is the input of the phase frequency detector normally only detecting the rising edge. This
has to be taken into consideration when calculating the PLL phase noise.

4.1.2 Phase noise in cascaded digital circuits

When several digital blocks are cascaded and the noise in each block is uncorrelated,
the total phase noise can be calculated by adding the variance of each block. The total
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variance will be:

σ2
tot =

n

∑
i=1

σ2
i (4.4)

The cascaded noise for an asynchronous divide by 8 circuit is illustrated in Fig. 4.3a. For
each gate the jitter increase. In order to keep the noise down the logical depth should be
minimized. A way to do this is to synchronize the output to the input clock [70] (Fig.
4.3b). Synchronizing the block also simplifies the noise calculation, since only the signal
path affected by the clock has to be taken into account (Fig. 4.3c).

The magnitude of the digital jitter can be improved by proper choice of circuit implemen-
tation, and simple re-timing schemes may reduce the amount of phase noise originating
from digital circuitry such as prescalers significantly .

Figure 4.3:Resamling of clock reduce jitter in divider.

4.2 Phase Frequency Detector

Jitter in digital gates and the reset delay circuit in the Phase Frequency Detector will
propagate to the output and be converted to current noise in the charge-pump. Due to the
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operation of the charge-pump, the gate jitter can not be added directly as they can is the
case in cascaded digital circuits.

Fig. 4.4a shows a principle diagram of a zero dead zone phase frequency detector and the
corresponding output current from the charge-pump.

Figure 4.4:Noise in phase frequency detector.

The output current from the PFD/Charge-Pump combination can be divided into three
regions:

During the timetoc the charge-pump is pumping current. The width of the current pulse is
proportional to the time difference between the reference and feedback clock rising edges.
The position of the edges will have a timing uncertainty determined by the jitter originat-
ing from the digital circuits. The variance of the output current will be proportional to
Iout multiplied by sum of the timing variance of the rising and falling edge. Assuming the
reference and feedback path have equal variance, the total variance of the output current
in the pump pulse will be:

σ2
Ioc

= 2· I2
out ·σ2

oc (4.5)

whereσ2
oc is the variance of the clock edges. The unit of the current variance isA2.

During the dead zone pulsetd the output current from the charge-pump depends on the
matchingα between the up and down current, i.e. the output current during the dead-zone
pulse will beIcp·α. The length oftd is determined by the propagation delay of the gates. If
the variance of the dead-zone pulse isσ2

dz the variance of the charge-pump output current
due to the delay jitter will be:

σ2
Idz

= (αIout)2 ·σ2
dz (4.6)
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i.e. for a perfectly matched charge pump jitter in the dead-zone reset circuit will not
contribute to the output noise.

In the third region, when there is no current in the charge-pump the PFD make no contri-
bution to the output noise.

By combining equation (4.5) and (4.6) the total variance of the output current can be
calculated:

σ2
Itot

= I2
out · (2σ2

oc+α2σ2
dz) (4.7)

The timing jitter of the digital gates in the phase-frequency detector can be simulated
using the same methods as when simulating jitter in digital circuits.

Referring the noise to the input, jitter in the PFD can be summed with jitter in other digital
circuits in the clock signal paths.

4.3 Folding of noise and interferers in Charge-Pump

When the PLL is locked the average output current from the charge-pump will be zero,
but the charge-pump will still produce noise pulses during the "dead-zone" pulse.

The charge-pump operation can be viewed as a sample-track or natural sampling opera-
tion, where the noise current is delivered to the loop filter during the dead-zone pulse, and
is zero otherwise, as illustrated in Fig. 4.5.

Figure 4.5:Charge pump noise sampling.

When the PLL is locked, the current sources will be switched by a periodic functionr(t)
having a pulse width equal totd and a periodT = 1/ fre f . fre f is the frequency of the
reference clock.r(t) is one during the dead-zone pulse and zero otherwise.
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Due to the sampling operation, noise at harmonics of the reference clock will fold into
frequencies within the PLL band-width. The noise sampling for white + 1/f noise was
analyzed in [20]. A more elaborate investigation of the effects of interferers and noise
filtering is presented in paper 6.

In the following noise analysis it is assumed all charge-pump noise is originating from
the current sources and that the switch operation is instantaneous and do not contribute to
the noise. We can then express the modulating signal current in the charge-pump using a
random processx(t).

The time domain output current from the charge-pump can then be expressed:

z(t) = r(t) ·x(t) (4.8)

In sampling theory this is called a "switched sampling" process [71]. Ifx(t) has a Fourier
transformX( f ) the resulting output spectrum can be calculated:

Z( f ) = R( f )∗X( f ) (4.9)

The Fourier transformR( f ) can be obtained from the Fourier series coefficients ofr(t).
If we define the periodic functionr( f ) to be 1 for−td/2 < t−nT < td/2 and 0 otherwise
the Fourier coefficientscn will be:

cn =
1
T

Z T

0
r(t)e−

i2πnt
T =

sin(nπtd fre f)
nπ

=
td
T

sinc(
ntd
T

) (4.10)

The resulting output spectrumZ( f ) can be expressed:

Z( f ) =
∞

∑
n=−∞

cn ·X( f −n fre f) (4.11)

Equation (4.11) shows that interferers at all harmonics offre f will be folded to a low
frequency. Interferers at frequencies close to multiples of the reference frequency are
of special interest since they will fold to frequencies within the PLL bandwidth. These
frequencies will not be filtered out by the loop-filter and will thus modulate the VCO.

If x(t) is a stochastic signal represented by a noise power spectral densitySx( f ) the re-
sulting output spectral densitySz( f ) can be calculated:

Sz( f ) =
∞

∑
n=−∞

|cn|2 ·Sx( f −n fs) (4.12)

Sincecn = c−n andSx(− f ) = Sx( f ) the spectrum can be rewritten:
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Sz( f ) = c2
0Sx( f )+

∞

∑
n=1

|cn|2 · (Sx(n fs+ f )+Sx(n fs− f )) (4.13)

In all real circuit implementations it can safely be assumed thatSx is constant for small
frequency offsets( f << fs) around harmonics of the reference frequency, with the ex-
ception of DC where the circuit may experience flicker noise. Equation (4.13) can then
be approximated:

Sz( f )≈ c2
0Sx( f )+2

∞

∑
n=1

|cn|2 ·Sx(n fs) (4.14)

Equation (4.14) can be interpreted as that noise at low frequency will be weighted a factor
c0 and noise around harmonics of the reference frequency will be weighted and folded to
low-frequency according to Fig. 4.6a and b.

Figure 4.6:Folding of noise in charge-pump.

The down-converted noise will modulate the VCO and create sidebands around the oscil-
lator output (Fig. 4.6c).

4.3.1 Special case white + 1/f noise

A special but very common special case is where the noise distribution is white with the
addition of low frequency 1/f noise. In this case the noise calculations can be significantly
simplified. In this caseSx can be expressed:

Sx( f ) = Sw ·
(

1+
fc
f

)
(4.15)
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whereSw is the power spectral density of the white noise, andfc is the flicker noise
corner, i.e. the frequency where the flicker noise have the same power spectral density as
the white noise.

White noise

The contribution of the white noise to the charge-pump output noise can be calculated

Szw( f ) =
∞

∑
n=−∞

|cn|2 ·Sw = Sw ·
∞

∑
n=−∞

|cn|2 (4.16)

Using Parseval’s identity (4.16) can be rewritten:

Szw( f ) = Sw ·
1
T

Z T

0
|r(t)|2dt = Sw

td
T

(4.17)

Equation (4.17) tells us that the white noise will be attenuated with the duty cycle of the
dead zone pulse.

1/f noise

The 1/f noise will according to equation (4.14) only have significant magnitude for the
first Fourier coefficientc0. c0 can be calculated:

c0 =
1
T

Z T

0
f (t)dt =

td
T

(4.18)

The charge-pump noise is the sum of the white and 1/f noise components and the total
noise spectral density can be expressed:

Sz( f ) = Sw ·
(

td
T

+
fc
f
· ( td

T
)2
)

(4.19)

Equation (4.19) shows that due to the sampling nature of the charge-pump the output noise
power and flicker noise corner will both be lower by a factortd/T compared to the current
source noise. This can be interpreted as the output noise is lower and will be "white"
compared to the noise in the current sources.

Fig. 4.7 shows the simulated noise at the output of the charge-pump as a function of
the voltage. Since the output noise from the charge-pump is not constant, PLL operation
should be verified at the control voltage where the charge-pump noise is highest.

Methods to reduce charge-pump noise and interferers by adjusting the dead-zone pulse
width is discussed in paper 7.
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Figure 4.7:Charge-pump output noise vs loop-filter voltage.

4.4 Oscillator phase noise

From a system level perspective it is observed that the phase noise distribution of an
oscillator often can be divided into three distinct regions. Fig. 4.8 shows the phase noise
of a typical free running oscillator.

Figure 4.8:Typical phase-noise distribution of a free running oscillator

For moderate frequencies the phase noise drops 20 dB/decade. Close to the carrier the
phase noise drops more than 20 dB/decade. Often there is a 30 dB/decade region due to
up-converted flicker noise, but close to the carrier the slope of the phase noise can be even
steeper. Really close to the carrier, the phase noise will flatten out or increase infinitely,
depending if the plots shows the normalized spectrum or the phase noise spectrum as
discussed in section 2.4.1.
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For large frequency offsets the phase-noise is relatively flat. Phase noise at large offsets
may not originate from the oscillator, but rather be the phase component of the additive
noise generated by amplifiers following the oscillator.

When the phase noise follows the distribution in Fig.4.8, the normalized phase noiseL
(not taking the region very close to the carrier into account) as a function of the frequency
offset∆ω can be expresses using the so calledLeeson-Cutlermodel after two well sited
publication [72] and [73].

L(∆ω) = 10log

(
2FkT

Ps
·

(
1+
(

ω0

2QL∆ω

)2
)
·
(

1+
∆ω1/ f 3

|∆ω|

))
(4.20)

In this modelPs express the oscillator output power,ω0 is the oscillation frequency,QL

is the loaded Q of the oscillator tank andω1/ f 3 is the transition frequency between the 20
and 30 dB/decade regions. k and T is Boltzmann’s constant and the absolute temperature
respectively. F is an empirical noise fitting parameter.

4.4.1 Oscillator Impulse Sensitivity Function

A problem with the Leeson-Cutler model is that F andω1/ f 3 have to be found empirically,
since the strongly non linear operation of an oscillator makes traditional small signal noise
calculation fail when calculating oscillator phase noise.

A general theory how noise sources in an oscillator converts to phase and amplitude noise
was proposed in [74]. A similar and somewhat simplified but more intuitive method to
understand phase noise was presented in [17], with minor corrections in [75] and [76]. A
comparison of the methods in [17] and [74] is presented in [77].

The theory in [17] is based on the so called Impulse Sensitivity Function (ISF) describing
how oscillator noise is affected by a current disturbance.

According to the ISF theory, the phase perturbation of an oscillator depends on where in
the oscillation cycle an interfering signal is injected. Fig. 4.9 shows the phase shift of an
LC-tank oscillator when a current impulse is injected at different instants in the oscillation
cycle.

When the current is injected at the oscillation peak amplitude (Fig. 4.9a), there will be an
amplitude but no phase shift in the oscillator. A current impulse when the amplitude is
zero (Fig. 4.9b) on the other hand cause a phase shift but no change in amplitude.

Since a stable oscillator has mechanisms to control the oscillation amplitude, an amplitude
disturbance will not sustain. In a free-running oscillator there is however no mechanism
to control the phase, and any phase fluctuation will persist indefinitely.

From the intuitive discussion we understand that the phase sensitivity of an oscillator
depends on the instance when the pulse is injected. By plotting the relative phase shift as
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Figure 4.9:Phase shift due to current impulse in oscillator

a function of the phaseφ where a pulse is injected, the Impulse Sensitivity FunctionΓ(φ)
can be expressed.Γ(φ) is a dimensionless 2π periodic function.

Using the ISF we can calculate the oscillator phase noise. The phase noiseL caused by a
noise sourcei2n can be calculated by Fourier expandingΓ.

L(∆ω) = 10log


i2n
∆ f

∞

∑
n=0

c2
n

4q2
max∆ω2

 (4.21)

wherecn are the Fourier components ofΓ andqmax is the maximum charge stored in the
oscillator.∆ω is the offset frequency from the carrier.

Fig. 4.10 shows the ISF for different oscillators. The ISF is approximately proportional to
the derivative of the oscillator waveform. In an oscillator having non sinusoidal waveform,
the ISF will therefore be non symmetrical (Fig. 4.10a). A ring oscillator (Fig. 4.10b) is
only sensitive to noise in the transitions and the ISF is pulse like.

In the following sections the ISF will be used to express the phase noise of oscillators
having a sinusoidal waveform. A general explanation of noise calculation using the ISF
method is available in [17].

4.4.2 Cyclo-stationary noise sources

Since the voltage swing in an oscillation is large enough to cause the bias point of active
components to change, oscillator noise sources will not be stationary. In order to correctly
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Figure 4.10:Impulse Sensitivity Function for different oscillator waveforms.

calculate the phase noise it is therefore important to take into account not only when the
noise is injected, but also how the noise is varying during the oscillation cycle.

A noise source that is varying periodically is calledcyclo stationaryand can be expressed

in(t) = in0(t)α(ω0t) (4.22)

where in0(t) is a stationary white noise process andα(ω0t) is a 2π periodic weighting
function describing how the noise is varying over the oscillation cycle.ω0 is the oscillator
frequency.

A weighted sensitivity functionΓe f f taking the time varying noise into account can be
calculated:

Γe f f(φ) = Γ(φ)α(φ) (4.23)

When calculating the phase noise of an oscillator containing time varying noise sources
Γe f f should be used.

4.4.3 Special case white noise +1/ f noise

In real oscillators the noise spectrum can often be expressed in terms of white noise and
low frequency 1/ f noise. In this special but common case, phase-noise calculations can
be greatly simplified.

The phase noise due to a white noise current is proportional to the square of the RMS
value ofΓ [75]
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L(∆ω) = 10log

(
i2w
∆ f

· Γ2
rms

2q2
max∆ω2

)
(4.24)

whereqmax is the maximum charge in the oscillator capacitance and∆ω is the offset
frequency from the carrier. In an LC oscillatorqmax is equal to the peak voltage multiplied
with the resonator capacitance.

Equation (4.24) can be interpreted as the white noise creates a region around the oscillator
where the phase noise is inversely proportional to∆ω2 i.e. the noise drops 20 dB per
decade.

In order to reduce the influence of white noise, the noise power spectral density can be
decreased,Γrms can be minimized by carefully sizing oscillator devices as will be dis-
cussed in chapter 5. Phase noise can also be reduced by increasing the maximum charge
qmax. In LC oscillators this can be achieved by increasing the oscillation amplitude or by
increasing the capacitance keeping the amplitude and frequency constant by increasing
the current and reducing the inductance.

The 1/ f noise will create a region at small frequency offsets where the phase noise drops
30 dB/decade. According to the ISF theory the transition frequency between the 20 and
30 dB/decade regionsω1/ f 3 can be calculated

ω1/ f 3 = ω1/ f ·
(

Γavg

Γrms

)2

(4.25)

whereΓavg is the average value ofΓe f f. In order to minimize the 1/f noise contribution,
the waveforms should be symmetrical giving a small DC level of the ISF.

Note that since the ISF theory do not take amplitude variations into account, the results
predicted by equation (4.25) will not be accurate in the presence of non linear capacitors.
For more accurate calculations the methods suggested in [74] should be used. Since the
phase noise calculations in most circuit simulators use methods similar to [74], the ac-
curacy of phase noise simulations are usually determined by the device model accuracy
rather than the calculation method.

4.4.4 White noise in LC oscillators

In oscillators where the waveform is sinusoidal, for example in LC tank oscillators, the
ISF can be directly calculated. A cosinusoidal tank voltageVo(φ) having a peek voltage
A0 is expressed

Vo(φ) = A0 ·cos(φ) (4.26)
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and the corresponding tank ISF,Γtank will be [17]

Γtank(φ) = sin(φ) (4.27)

The RMS valueΓrms,tank of (4.27) is

Γrms,tank =

√
1
2π

Z 2π

0
sin2(φ)dφ =

1√
2

(4.28)

In an LC tank resonator having an inductance L, a capacitance C and an equivalent parallel
resistanceRP across the tank, the noise contribution from the resistor is

i2Rp
/∆ f =

4kT
RP

(4.29)

where k is Bolzmann’s constant and T the absolute temperature. Combining equation
(4.24), (4.28) and (4.29) the 20 dB/decade portion of the oscillator phase noise can be
directly calculated:

L(∆ω) = 10· log

(
kT

RPV2
o (C∆ω)2

)
(4.30)

The noise predicted in equation (4.30) is the minimum achievable phase noise for a LC
resonator having an equivalent parallel resistanceRP.

4.5 Reference oscillator noise

The phase noise from the reference oscillator can be calculated using the same methods
as for other oscillators as described in section 4.4. Thanks to the high quality resonator,
the phase noise of the reference oscillator is usually very low, but reference oscillator will
still dominate the PLL noise at certain frequencies.

Since the reference oscillator is a free-running oscillator, the phase noise will have a
large magnitude at small frequency offsets. For this reason the reference oscillator always
dominates the phase noise at small frequency offsets in a PLL.

The PLL phase-noise originating from the reference oscillator is also much higher than
the reference oscillator noise itself, since inside the PLL bandwidth the reference phase
is multiplied by the PLL division ratio. For PLL:s having a high division ratio, reference
oscillator noise may dominate also at relatively large frequency offsets.

In many applications, phase-noise on the reference clock do not originate from the oscil-
lator itself, but rather from the oscillator buffer. Noise from the oscillator buffer can be
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calculated using the same methods as for digital blocks. The reference oscillator buffer
must have very low amplitude noise, since the input voltage coming from the oscillator
is sinusoidal and has a relatively low amplitude. The maximum derivative of the input
voltage will therefore be low, giving high phase noise according to equation (4.2).

4.6 Noise in∆Σ noise shaper

Noise analysis of∆Σ noise shapers and their impact on PLL systems is a broad research
topic in itself. A more detailed analysis of the∆Σ noise shaper and the impact on the PLL
phase-noise performance is beyond the scope of this work, and this section will only give
a brief explanation of the noise-shaper impact on the PLL noise. For a more complete
description the reader is referred to [19] and [20].

The ∆Σ noise shaper modulates the least significant bits of the PLL divider, giving an
averagedivision ratio other than an integer value. When the PLL is locked, the average
charge-pump current will be zero, but due to the operation of the noise shaper, short up
and down pulses will still be generated. The current generated by these pulses can be
viewed as a zero mean error currenti∆Σ superimposed on the charge-pump output current.

The Σ∆ noise shaper is designed so the power spectral density ofi∆Σ has most power at
high frequency. Ideally, the noise current is then filtered out by the PLL loop-filter.

However, due to non-idealities in the PLL such as non-linear phase to charge conversion
in the PFD and charge-pump,∆Σ noise at high frequency may fold into frequencies inside
the PLL bandwidth increasing the close in noise of the PLL.

Also, due to the activity of the noise shaper, the average duty cycle of the current pulses
from the charge-pump will increase, creating additional noise.

Since the noise originating from the∆Σ noise shaper is generated by the operation of a
digital circuit rather from a physical process it will experience different, and sometimes
unexpected, noise properties compared to other noise sources. For example may the noise
spectral distribution change considerably when making only minor adjustment to the di-
vision ratio. In many cases the noise shaper will also experience properties not found
in other noise sources, such as spurious tones due to repeating patterns in the output se-
quence. These phenomena can be verified using behavioral modeling of the noise shaper
[62].

In order to reduce the impact of the∆Σ modulator, the noise-shaper topology should be
selected to give as small range of division ratio as possible. Noise is also reduced by
ensuring a linear phase to charge conversion in the PFD and charge-pump. When the
variations in division ratio makes the charge-pump produce both up and down current
pulses, a linear phase to charge conversion requires good matching between the up and
down currents.
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4.7 Linear PLL noise model

When the power spectral density of all PLL building blocks are known, the total PLL
noise can be calculated. Using the small signal PLL model presented in section 3.3 the
transfer function for each noise source to the output can be expressed. While the linear
PLL model is not able to exactly predict the PLL noise, the model is still very useful for
loop-filter design and noise optimization.

Since noise sources are located at different positions in the loop, they will have different
transfer functions to the PLL output. The PLL noise sources can be divided into three
major categories: noise that can be referred to the PFD input, loop-filter noise, and VCO
phase noise.

Noise from the reference oscillator, digital dividers, the phase frequency detector and
the charge-pump can be referred to the PLL input. These noise sources will have the
same noise transfer function as the PLL. If a noise source referred to the input has a
power spectral densitySz( f ), the resulting output power spectrumWθ0 of the PLL can be
expressed:

Wθ0( f ) = |H( f )|2 ·Sz( f ) (4.31)

whereH( f ) is the PLL system transfer function:

H(s) =
KDKVCOF(s)

s+
KDKVCOF(s)

N

(4.32)

H(s) is a low pass function where the magnitude is equal to the division ratioN at frequen-
cies within the loop filter bandwidth, and goes to zero outside the bandwidth. Equation
(4.31) can therefore be interpreted as the noise power spectral density will be multiplied
a factorN2 within the PLL bandwidth, and will be a attenuated at high frequency.

The folded current noise at the charge-pump output can be referred to the PLL input by
weighting the power spectral density of the detector gain. The transfer function can also
be expressed directly:

D(s) =
2πKVCOF(s)

s+
KDKVCOF(s)

N

(4.33)

The oscillator noise is referred to the output of the oscillator and has a transfer function:

T(s) =
1

1+
KDKVCOF(s)

sN

(4.34)
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The PLL output noise power spectrum due to the oscillator is:

WθVCO = |T( f )|2 ·SVCO( f ) (4.35)

whereSVCO is the phase noise spectrum of the VCO.T( f ) will have a small value for
frequencies within the PLL bandwidth and be approximately one for high frequencies.
This is an important feature of the PLL, since it mean oscillator phase noise at small
frequency offsets will be attenuated by the PLL.

The transfer function of thermal noise from loop filter components depends on the loop-
filter configuration. For a third order loop-filter, the loop-filter noise will have a band-pass
characteristics.

Knowing the noise sources power spectral density and using equation (4.32) to (4.35), the
output power spectrum of the PLL can be calculated.

4.8 Simulating PLL noise using circuit simulator

An efficient way to simulate the combined effect of PLL noise sources is to model phase-
noise using AC simulation in a standard circuit simulator.

Since a circuit simulator is normally only capable of handling voltage and current, the
phase disturbanceθ has to be represented using a voltage in the simulation. Phase noise
of PLL blocks can be modeled using noise look-up tables or by using noisy resistors
and diodes. Noise from physical resistors in loop-filter components are modeled by the
simulator.

Fig. 4.11 shows the small signal model of a PLL.

Figure 4.11:PLL modeled using Cadence simulator
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In a PLL design project, phase noise is conveniently simulated using separate noise views
of the PLL building blocks. In this way noise can be simulated using the same top-level
schematic as used in other steps of the PLL design, minimizing the risk of schematic
errors.

Another advantage of using small signal simulation is that parasitic components such as
interconnect resistances and capacitance of ESD protection can easily be incorporated
in the simulation. Including these components using analytical methods would require
recalculation of the noise transfer function, which is a non trivial task for complex loop-
filters.

The AC model is equivalent to the linear PLL model described in section 3.3, and can be
used also to estimate lock time and to calculate the bandwidth and phase margin of the
PLL.

The AC-noise simulation will directly calculate the corresponding phase noise spectrum
Wo. In order to estimate the normalized spectrumL the noise spectrum should be divided
by two according to equation (2.9). Since the simulated noise power spectral density is
proportional to the squared voltage, the normalized spectrum can be directly simulated by
dividing the voltage by

√
2. In Fig. 4.11 this is achieved by a voltage controlled voltage

source E0 having a gain 1/
√

2.

4.8.1 VCO

In the small signal model the VCO can be modeled using a current controlled current
source and a capacitor (Fig. 4.12).

Figure 4.12:VCO noise model

The voltage source V0 at the output of the block is used to represent the phase noise of
the oscillator. In this example the phase noise is extracted from a noise table in a text file
noise_table.txt. Note that in order to correctly calculate the output noise, the table
should contain the phase noise spectrum and not the normalized spectrum.
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The transfer function of the schematic in Fig. 4.12 is:

VOut

VCtrl
=

ggain
sC

(4.36)

whereggainis the transconductance of the voltage controlled current source. The AC and
DC voltage of V0 is zero and do not affect the transfer function. Setting the transconduc-
tanceggain= 2πKVCO and the capacitance to 1 gives the transfer function:

VOut

VCtrl
=

2πKVCO

s
(4.37)

LettingVOut be equivalent toθVCO makes the transfer function of (4.37) equivalent to the
small signal model in equation (3.6).

An alternative way to model the VCO phase-noise is to add the white noise source to the
1/f noise from a diode, as illustrated in Fig. 4.13.

Figure 4.13:VCO noise modelled using noisy diode

Injecting the 1/f + white noise as a current into the integrating capacitor simulates the 20
dB/decade and 30 dB/decade regions of the oscillator phase noise.

The advantage of modeling oscillator noise using a diode is that noise power and flicker
noise corner can be parameterized, which may be useful in initial PLL simulations where
noise tables of simulated VCO noise are not available.

4.8.2 Divider

The frequency divider is simply modeled as a voltage controlled voltage source where the
voltage gain is 1/N (Fig. 4.14). The phase noise of the divider is modeled using a voltage
source at the output in the same way as the phase noise of the VCO.
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Figure 4.14:Divider noise model

4.8.3 PFD and Charge Pump

The PFD and Charge-Pump combination is modeled using a voltage controlled current
source, where the transconductance is equal toKD = ICP/2π as illustrated in Fig. 4.15.

Figure 4.15:PFD and Charge pump noise model

Noise from the PFD digital circuits and reset delay is modeled using a noise source at
one of the inputs. The folded charge-pump noise as calculated using equation (4.14) or
(4.19) is included using a noise current in parallel with the charge-pump output. Using
look-up tables, this noise current can also be modeled to include increased charge-pump
noise caused by the operation of the∆Σ modulator in a fractional-N PLL.

4.8.4 Loop filter

The transfer function of the loop-filter and thermal noise in loop-filter resistors is auto-
matically calculated by the AC-noise simulator.

This is perhaps the biggest advantage using a circuit simulator to simulate PLL noise,
since the influence of complex loop-filters can easily be simulated without the need to
derive closed form transfer functions.
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4.8.5 Simulating noise using small signal model

Once all PLL blocks are modeled, the AC transfer function and noise of the closed PLL
is simulated using normal AC and noise analysis. Total PLL noise as well as the contribu-
tions from each PLL block can be found as illustrated in Fig. 4.16. The figure shows the
phase noise contributors of the TripleTraC PLL:s presented in paper 4 and 5.

Figure 4.16:Simulated phase noise contributers LO1 TripleTraC WLAN transceiver

If noise sources are carefully modeled the total simulated PLL noise using the AC model
shows good correspondence with measured performance. Fig. 4.17 shows a comparison
between the the total simulated and measured phase noise of the transceiver.

Using the phase-noise simulation the dominating noise source can be located. In Fig.
4.16 it is evident that the reference clock buffer (XCO buffer) is dominating the phase
noise at small and moderate frequency offsets. The noise was located to be flicker noise
in the reference clock input stage. This could be verified in measurements by using an
external reference clock. Since the external clock had faster transitions, noise from the
input buffer was reduced. Fig. 4.18 shows a comparison of measured phase noise using
internal reference oscillator, and external clock. When using an external reference clock,
the close in phase noise is lower.

4.9 Discrete time and numerical noise simulation

A limitation of the small signal noise model is that the sampled nature of the charge-pump
is not taken into account. This makes the noise simulation to be somewhat inaccurate,
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Figure 4.17:Simulated and measured phase noise TripleTraC WLAN transceiver

Figure 4.18:Measured PLL phase noise using internal and external reference oscillator

especially if the loop-filter bandwidth is wide compared to the PLL reference frequency.
For a more correct noise prediction, phase noise can be simulated using the discrete time
PLL model described in section 3.4, or using numerical methods discussed in section 3.5.

Fig. 4.19 shows a comparison between the linear and discrete time noise transfer function
for phase noise at the reference clock. The PLL is simulated using a loop-filter having a
bandwidth 1/10th of the reference frequency.

For low frequencies the two models agree. For high frequencies the linear model under es-
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timates the noise. The transfer zeros at harmonics of the PLL reference frequency clearly
visible in the discrete time model are also not present in the linear model.

For most PLL applications where the PLL bandwidth is substantially lower than the ref-
erence frequency the linear PLL model is sufficient for most noise simulations.
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Figure 4.19:Noise transfer function

Fig. 4.20 shows the output spectra of a fractional-N PLL synthesizer simulated using a
numerical model. The reference spur and noise from VCO and charge-pump are clearly
visible. A drawback with the numerical method is that the different noise contributors can
not be distinguished. Unlike the linear PLL models the numerical method is however able
to simulate noise from theΣ∆ noise shaper.

The results may however be somewhat inaccurate, since the method fails to capture effect
of non-linearities of the charge-pump and phase detector due to static, dynamic and delay
miss-match [20]. These can be major contributors of in-band noise in fractional-N PLL
frequency synthesizers.

4.10 PLL noise optimization

Since noise sources within the PLL is shaped by the loop filter, the phase noise perfor-
mance of the complete PLL can be optimized by tuning the loop-filter parameters.

The sum of the PFD, charge-pump and digital circuits creates a noise-floor within the
PLL bandwidthω1 that is relatively flat (Fig. 4.21a). Outside the PLL bandwidth the
noise drops.
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Figure 4.20:Phase noise of a fractional-N PLL frequency synthesizer simulated using CppSim

Figure 4.21:Shaping of PLL noise sources

The transfer function of the VCO noise has the opposite behavior. Outside the PLL band-
width the VCO noise transfer function is 1, i.e. the PLL output noise equals the VCO
noise. Inside the bandwidth the VCO noise is suppressed by the PLL, Fig. 4.21b.

The best loop-filter band-widthωopt is approximately where the in-band noise equals the
VCO noise, as illustrated in Fig. 4.22.

If the loop-filter is too narrow, the VCO noise will not be suppressed by the PLL, making
the in-band noise higher than necessary. Accordingly, a too wide loop filter will not filter
out noise from the charge-pump etc, increasing the phase noise at large frequency offsets.

At the PLL bandwidthω1 the noise will experience an overshoot due to the finite phase
margin of the PLL feedback (Fig. 4.21a). This overshoot will increase the noise around
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Figure 4.22:Optimum PLL bandwidth

ω1 for both the VCO and other noise sources. In applications where the PLL noise is
required to be below a certain limit at an offset close toωopt it may be desirable to select a
somewhat lower PLL bandwidth thanωopt. This result in increased in-band noise, but the
noise atωopt will not experience overshoot. By using a lower bandwidth the PLL noise
can also be lower since the phase noise is dominated by the VCO only, instead of being
the sum of the VCO and other noise sources. The hight of the overshoot can be reduced
by increasing the phase margin.

4.10.1 Lorentzian approximation of integrated phase noise

In OFDM applications the total integrated noise is important.

If the phase-noise is assumed to be flat having a normalized phase noiseL up to the loop-
filter band-widthω1, and fall 20 dB/decade for higher frequency offsets, the Phase-Noise
can be approximated using a Lorentzian function:

L(∆ω) =
Loω2

1

∆ω2 +ω2
1

(4.38)

The Laurentian function is used to simulate phase noise in many system level simulators.
Integrating (4.38) between two frequenciesωa andωb gives the integrated noise:

Lint =
Z ωb

ωa

L( f )dω = L0ω1(arctan(
ωb

ω1
)−arctan(

ωa

ω1
)) (4.39)

Equation (4.39) is useful when exploring the trade-off between VCO noise and other noise
sources to meet a specified integrated phase-noise requirement. By rearranging equation
(4.39) and keepingLint constant, the required in-band noise can be calculated as a function
of the PLL bandwidth. In combination with equation (4.38) the VCO-noise at specified
offset can be calculated.
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Equation (4.39) will slightly underestimate the integrated noise since the overshoot around
the loop-filter bandwidth is not taken into account.
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Figure 4.23:Required close in and VCO noise in order to acheive -36 dBc integrated phase noise

Fig. 4.23 shows the required close in and VCO phase noise in order to achieve a total
integrated noise of -36 dBc. The plots can be interpreted as if the close in noise is -95
dBc/Hz, the optimum bandwidth is 100 kHz, and the allowed VCO phase noise (of the
free-running oscillator) at 1 MHz offset is -110 dBc/Hz.

This kind of calculations are useful in initial specification of the PLL since the power
consumption can be reduced significantly if the VCO phase noise requirement is relaxed.

4.10.2 Optimizing of integrated phase-noise

The loop-filter bandwidth, but also the phase margin and the relation between the pole
and zero in the loop-filter affects the integrated noise performance. Thanks to the quick
simulation time of the small signal PLL model, the simulation can be used to find the
optimum loop-filter bandwidth and phase margin.

Fig. 4.24 shows a simulation of the integrated phase-noise for an example PLL where the
close in phase-noise is -94 dBc/Hz, and the VCO noise at 1 MHz offset is -120 dBc/Hz.
The VCO noise drops 20 dB/decade, giving an optimal PLL bandwidth where the VCO
noise equals the close in noise of approximately 50 kHz.

The integrated phase noise is plotted versus the PLL bandwidth for three different PLL
phase margins. A clear minimum is visible for loop-filter bandwidth between 50 and 60
kHz.
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Figure 4.24:Integrated noise vs BW using three different phase margins

Fig. 4.24 also shows that the integrated phase noise drops when increasing the phase
margin. This is due to the reduced overshoot. Fig. 4.25 shows the total PLL phase-noise
vs frequency offset for PLL:s having different phase margins. When increasing the phase
margin the overshoot is less pronounced, but noise at both small and large frequency
offsets increase.

The optimal phase margin depends on the slope of the VCO. Since the loop-filter band-
width is often relatively small, the slope of the VCO noise may be 30 dB/decade rather
than 20 dB/decade at the offset of the loop-filter bandwidth.

Fig. 4.26 shows the integrated noise vs phase margin for two PLL:s where the VCO noise
drops 20 dB/decade and 30 dB/decade. When the noise drops 20 dB/decade the phase
margin should be selected as high as possible. When the VCO noise drops 30 dB/decade
the minimum integrated phase noise is achieved for a phase margin of 75◦.

Due to physical limitations of loop-filter components, phase margins above 70◦ may often
be impractical to realize.
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Chapter 5

Oscillators

The oscillator is one of the most challenging blocks to design in a PLL. While oscilla-
tors may have a very simple topology, the strongly non-linear operation makes intuitive
understanding difficult and oscillator analysis is not straight forward.

The oscillator is usually dominating PLL phase noise at large frequency offsets. In order
to meet system requirements it is necessary to design oscillators having sufficiently low
phase noise. Preferably noise should be reduced without increasing power consumption
or using expensive external components. This is difficult in fully implemented solutions,
and requires careful optimization of resonator losses and device sizes. b Accordingly,
design and implementation of fully integrated oscillators have received immense atten-
tion from the research community during recent years. Uncountable number of oscillator
implementations have been reported.

In this chapter, different oscillator topologies are reviewed. The CMOS-LC oscillator
receives special attention, since this is the most widely used topology in highly integrated
radio circuits. The noise mechanisms of the CMOS-LC oscillator are explained, and
methods to optimize phase noise are reviewed.

In section 5.3 a novel oscillator topology giving improved phase noise performance is
presented.

5.1 Oscillator principles

The purpose of an oscillator is to generate a periodic output signal without using an input
signal. This can be achieved using several principally different methods, where the os-
cillator topology is selected based on requirements on operation frequency, tuning range,
chip area and spectral purity.

89
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In PLL applications the frequency of the oscillator must be controllable. While the oscilla-
tor frequency is normally set by a tuning voltage, a so called Voltage Controlled Oscillator
(VCO) frequency can also be controlled using a current [78] (Current Controlled Oscil-
lator, ICO) or by digital programmable elements [79] (Digitally Controlled Oscillator,
DCO).

In reality, fully integrated oscillators often use a combination of voltage and digital meth-
ods to control the frequency to allow digital calibration.

5.1.1 Delay element oscillators

Delay based oscillators are based on one or more delay elements in a feedback configu-
ration. Typical delay based oscillators are ring-oscillators and the relaxation oscillators.
Fig. 5.1 shows the schematic of a three stage inverter ring oscillator.

Figure 5.1:Ring oscillator

The oscillation frequencyf0 of the oscillator can be calculated:

f0 =
1

3(T1 +T2)
(5.1)

whereT1 is the delay of the rising edge andT2 is the delay of the falling edge. By changing
the delay times, for example by modifying the supply voltage or bias current in a current
starved inverter, the frequency can be varied.
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Delay based oscillators typically have poor phase-noise performance compared to res-
onator based oscillators [80], [81], [82]. However, since delay based oscillators don’t rely
on an inductor to operate, they can be implemented using small chip area. Another advan-
tage is the often high tuning-range, often several decades [83]. Ring oscillators are often
preferred in application where the circuit area must be small, but where spectral purity is
not critical. Ring oscillators are not common in high performance radio applications, but
may be feasible in applications such as UWB transceivers [84].

5.1.2 Phase shifting oscillators

A feedback system becomes unstable when the phase shift around the loop is 360◦ and
the gain is equal to one. The oscillation is summarized in the Barkhausen’s criteria for
oscillation:

Gain= 1 atω0 (5.2)

Phase= n·360◦ at ω0 (5.3)

wheren is an integer.

Fig. 5.2 shows the schematic of an example phase shift oscillator.

Figure 5.2:Phase shift oscillator

If used in conjunction with an amplitude control mechanism, phase shift oscillators are
capable of generating a sine wave having low distortion over a wide tuning range. The
oscillator topology has historically been used in measurement equipment, notably the
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HP 200A [85], the first product of Hewlet Packard. HP 200A is a precision sine wave
oscillator based on a Wien bridge oscillator.

Phase shift oscillators are rarely used in modern applications, but are commonly found as
unwanted oscillations in amplification stages.

5.1.3 Resonator based oscillators

Resonator based oscillators are the most common topology in radio applications. In res-
onator based oscillators, the oscillation frequency is determined by a resonance circuit,
for example an inductor capacitor combination (LC oscillator) or a mechanical resonator
(Chrystal oscillator). An amplifier compensates for loss in the resonance circuit and keeps
a sustained oscillator. Example of resonator based oscillators are differential LC oscilla-
tors and Colpitts oscillators. LC oscillators will be discussed in detail in chapter 5.2 and
5.3.

5.2 CMOS LC-VCO

Due to the differential structure and relatively good phase noise performance, the differ-
ential LC oscillator, see Fig. 5.3, is one of the most popular oscillator configurations in
fully integrated RF CMOS applications.

Figure 5.3:Differential CMOS LC oscillator
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The convention to call the topology "LC-VCO" is a little unfortunate, since a large number
of VCO topologies, for example single ended and differential Colpitts oscillators, use
Voltage control and LC resonators. Since "LC-VCO" is commonly used in literature to
indicates a current biased differential LC oscillator using cross coupled CMOS transistors,
the name is used throughout this thesis.

The topology has been investigated thoroughly in a large number of publications.

The feasibility of fully integrated CMOS oscillators achieving high spectral purity was
demonstrated in [86]. The importance of inductors was realized early, and methods to
improve inductor Q-value using bond-wire inductors [87], enhanced hollow inductors
[88] and using back-etching to reduce substrate loss [7] have been proposed. The impact
of different varactor types is investigated in [89] and [90].

The contribution from bias noise was recognized in [91], and the high frequency bias noise
has been observed to be a dominant contributor to oscillator phase noise [92]. Methods to
reduce bias noise using tail noise filtering [93][94][95] and by removing the bias current
generator have been suggested [96].

The impact of device type and sizing is investigated in [97][21] and [22]. Due to the
lower flicker noise PMOS devices are often preferred [98]. PMOS devices may also
be selected since they often resides in separate wells and are therefore less sensitive to
substrate interference [99].

The use of single ended and differential inductors are investigated in [100]. The advan-
tages and disadvantages using single ended and differential varactors is discussed in [101].
Using differential varactors can give significant rejection of common mode interferers on
the oscillator control node [102].

Despite the popularity, it was not until quite recently the operation and noise mechanisms
of the configuration was fully understood. While early publications [88] use empirical
equations for the oscillator phase noise, it was not until the arrival of the ISF theory
[17] the tools for doing an analytical treatment of the oscillator phase noise was possible.
Recent publications using the ISF theory to give insights to phase noise mechanisms and
analytical expressions for phase noise in CMOS-LC oscillators [103][104].

In this chapter, design considerations in integrated CMOS oscillators are reviewed.

5.2.1 Principle of operation

The LC-VCO contain two major parts: The passive LC tank determining the oscillation
frequency, and the active devices that compensate the loss in the tank (Fig. 5.3). Most
practical oscillator implementations also include bias circuitry and a buffer amplifier.

The LC tank contains an inductor (L) and capacitor (C), where the oscillation will oscillate
at the frequency where the reactance of the inductor cancels the reactance of the capacitor.
The oscillation frequency can be calculated using the familiar equation:
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f0 =
1

2π
√

LC
(5.4)

In order to be able to vary the oscillation frequency the capacitor is often implemented us-
ing a voltage controlled capacitor (varactor) or an array of digitally controllable capacitors
[105], or a combination thereof [79].

An alternative way to adjust the frequency is to switch the inductor [106], or by using
MEMS to tune the inductance value [107]. Using these methods, wide tuning range can
be achieved at the expense of increased area or complicated processing steps.

A third way tune the oscillation frequency is to change the bias current. This method has
the drawback that the oscillation amplitude and the phase-noise performance is a strong
function of the bias current.

5.2.2 Start criteria

The start condition of the oscillator can be investigated using small signal analysis. Fig.
5.4a shows a simplified small signal model of the resonance circuit and corresponding
losses.

Figure 5.4:VCO tank model and equivalent circuit
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At the resonance frequency the reactive components cancel and the tank becomes purely
resistive. The equivalent resistance can then be divided into two parts, the loss part, rep-
resented by an equivalent parallel resistor Rp, and the negative resistance provided by the
active devices, Fig. 5.4b. The oscillator will start as long as the active circuit provides
enough gain to overcome the losses in the tank i.e. when the magnitude of the negative
resistance is smaller than the magnitude of Rp. The total resistance will then be negative.

To guarantee a proper oscillation there must be a certain margin for process variations and
model errors. This is called thestart marginand describes the quota between the losses
in the passive component in the resonance circuit, and the negative resistance provided
by the active devices. For the CMOS-LC oscillator the negative resistance of the active
devices is:

Ractive=− 2
gm

(5.5)

wheregm is the transconductance of the transistors. In the start margin calculations it is
assumed the transconductance ofM1 andM2 are equal. Knowinggmthe start margin can
be calculated:

Start margin=−
Rp

Ractive
=

Rp ·gm

2
(5.6)

The oscillator will start if the start-margin is equal or greater than one. Typical values for
real oscillator implementations is a start margin between 1.5 and 2.

Simulation of start margin using AC simulation

The start margin can be simulated using AC simulation, but in order to accurately sim-
ulategm and resonance frequency, the circuit must be correctly bias and loaded. Since
the capacitance of the active devices will affect the oscillation frequency, they must be
included in the tank circuit. In high frequency oscillators the active devices accounts for a
large portion of the tank capacitance, and the difference between the loaded and unloaded
resonance frequency can be large.

A practical method to simulate the start margin is to insert an AC current source across
the tank according to Fig. 5.5a, and calculate the voltage and currents into the tank and
the active devices

At the resonance frequency the voltageVtank will be purely real. The equivalent series
resistance (Fig. 5.5b) can be found taking the real part of the impedance:

Rs = ℜ
(

Vtank

Itank

)
(5.7)

The corresponding parallel equivalent circuit (Fig. 5.5c) is calculated:
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Figure 5.5:Testbench to simulate start magin

Rp =
R2

s +X2
s

Rs
(5.8)

whereXs is the imaginary part of the impedance:

Xs = ℑ
(

Vtank

Itank

)
(5.9)

The equivalent impedance of the active circuit is calculated using the same method.

Fig. 5.6 shows simulated impedances in a resonance circuit. The circuit will oscillate at
the frequency when the imaginary part of the voltage across the oscillator is zero.

Note that the resonance frequency of the LC tank alone (where the real part of the tank
impedance peaks) is somewhat higher than the resonance frequency of the complete os-
cillator. This is due to the capacitive loading of the active devices somewhat lowers the
resonance frequency of the oscillator.

Unwanted oscillations
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Figure 5.6:Oscillator impedance

When including parasitic components such as interconnect inductance and capacitance,
the oscillator may have several oscillation modes. Usually only one of the frequencies is
desired, and the start margin for higher oscillation modes should be low to avoid unwanted
oscillations.

Simulation of start margin using stability probe

Some circuit simulators, for exampleSpectreTM, can directly perform stability analysis
simulation. This simulation is a convenient way to to directly simulate the start margin of
an oscillator. The stability probe is usually only able to simulate the stability for one os-
cillation mode, and may therefore not be able to find stability problems for high frequency
parasitic oscillations.

5.2.3 Steady state amplitude

As the amplitude in the oscillator increase, the circuit can no longer be analyzed using
small signal approximations.

Fig. 5.7 shows the start transient of a typical oscillator. In a real circuit the oscillation
starts due to noise or an interferer coupling into the oscillator. In simulations the oscillator
may not always start unless an interference such as a current pulse or a damped sinusoidal
current is injected.

When the oscillation reach steady state, the transistors will act as commutating switches,
steering the bias current into the resonance circuit. Fig. 5.8 shows the drain current of
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Figure 5.7:VCO start transient

M1 and M2. The bias current is switched between M1 and M2, generating a waveform
approaching a square-wave.
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Current limited oscillation
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If the Q-value of the resonance circuit is reasonably high, it can be assumed the voltage
across the resonance circuit is sinusoidal. The differential peak amplitudeA0 across the
oscillator can then be calculated by calculating the fundamental toneI0 f und of the current
into the resonance circuit:

A0 = I0 f und ·Rp (5.10)

If the current in the drains is a square-wave the amplitude can be calculated using the
fundamental Fourier component of a square wave:

A0 =
4Ibias

π
·Rp (5.11)

Equation (5.11) can be used to approximate the oscillation amplitude in a current limited
oscillator.

Another way to view the amplitude limitation is to study the equivalent input impedance
into the active circuit, see Fig. 5.9. For small amplitudes the negative resistance can be
calculated using small signal AC simulation. When the amplitude increase the equivalent
negative resistance will decrease until it becomes equal to the loss in the tank circuit. This
will be the oscillation amplitude.
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Voltage limited oscillation

The oscillation amplitude will grow linearly with the increasing bias as long as M1, M2
and the bias circuit operates in saturation. When the amplitude grows, the swing at the
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drains of M1 and M2 cause the transistors to go into the triode region, limiting the effective
output current. It is usually not desirable to operate the oscillator in this condition, since
the current consumption is high and without improving the oscillator performance.

The voltage swing may also be limited by the break down voltage of the devices. If the
inductors in the resonance circuit is connected to Vdd, as indicated in Fig. 5.3 the drain
nodes will swing to voltages above Vdd, potentially damaging the devices.

Loss in parasitic components

When calculating the oscillation amplitude it is important to take voltage dependency and
loss in parasitic components into account. Loss in non-linear components such as the
varactor or a switched capacitor bank make the tank loss vary.

Fig. 5.10 shows the simulated oscillation amplitude for different varactor voltages before
and after parasitic-R extraction. The simulation shows that the parasitic resistance in
interconnect wires lowers the amplitude significantly, but also that the varactor voltage
influence the amplitude. The start margin should be simulated in the worst corner where
the amplitude is smallest.
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5.2.4 Phase noise

In this section the phase noise mechanisms of the CMOS-LC oscillator is described. The
discussion use the Impulse Sensitivity Function,Γ, to quantitative describe how the oscil-
lator waveforms and operation affects the noise impact [17]. Equations approximating the
noise and impact of device sizing is calculated using using long-channel device model,
basically following the methods in [104].

The method for calculating the phase noise is to represent all oscillator noise sources with
an equivalent time varying noise current into the resonator. The time varying noise is
represented using a white noise sourcein0 and a noise modulation functionα.

in(t) = in0(t)α(ω0t) (5.12)

In the following discussion it is assumed the Q-value of the resonator is high enough for
the oscillator voltage to be a sinusoidal. For a sinusoidal oscillator voltage, the Impulse
Sensitivity Function is a cosineΓtank(ϕ) = cos(ϕ). Knowing the noise modulation func-
tion α the effective ISF can be calculated:

Γe f f(ϕ) = α(ϕ) ·cos(ϕ) (5.13)

Studyingα andΓe f f gives insight of when different blocks in the oscillator generate noise,
and how this impact the phase-noise.

Knowing Γe f f the 1/ f 2 part of the phase noise can be calculated:

L(∆ω) = 10· log

(
ī2n
∆ f

·
Γ2

e f f,rms

2q2
max∆ω2

)
(5.14)

where ī2n/∆ f is the power spectral density of a noise source,Γe f f,rms is the root mean
square value of the effective ISF associated to the noise sourcein. ∆ω is the offset fre-
quency fromω0. qmax is the maximum charge swing of the tank capacitance, i.e. the
charge stored in the capacitor at the peak voltage.qmax = A0Ctot, whereCtot is the total
capacitance in the resonance circuit.

The LC-VCO have three major noise contributors:

1. Thermal noise from tank resistance.

2. Active circuit noise.

3. Bias noise.

The thermal tank noise is a white time invariant noise source, and the phase noise contri-
bution from this noise can be calculated directly using equation (5.14).

The noise from the active devices and the bias is time varying, and in order to understand
the contribution from these noise sources the noise transfer functions must be calculated.
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5.2.5 Transfer functions of noise sources

When the LC-Oscillator is operating in the current limited region and has reached steady
state amplitude, the operation of the MOS active devices can be divided into three distinct
regions.

Figure 5.11:Voltage and drain currents in LC-VCO

Fig. 5.11 shows the voltage and drain currents in a LC VCO.

In the first region (1 in Fig. 5.11) only transistorM1 is conducting andM2 is switched off.
In this region transistorM1 will operate as a cascode divice, and the bias current will be
delivered directly to the tank.

In the second region (2 in Fig. 5.11), bothM1 andM2 are conducting. In this region the
active devices will operate as a differential pair, steering the bias current into the tank. At
the equilibrium point (A in Fig. 5.11) the current inM1 andM2 will be equal, and the
differential current into the tank is zero.

The third region (3 in Fig. 5.11) is equivalent to region 1, but onlyM2 is conducting
instead ofM1.
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5.2.6 Bias noise

The tail noise can be assumed to be constant, but in the same way as the bias current
will be steered by the active devices, the noise from the bias circuit will depend on the
operation ofM1 andM2.

Figure 5.12:Bias noise transfer function and ISF

Fig. 5.12 shows the oscillator waveform and the noise modulation function of the bias
noise. WhenM1 or M2 is fully conducting, the bias noise pass directly into the tank and
create a differential noise current. In this case the noise modulation function is -1 or 1
depending which device is conducting (Fig. 5.12b).

In the region where bothM1 andM2 are conducting, the noise current into the tank will
be partly common-mode, partly differential. At the point where the drain currents inM1

andM2 are equal (A in Fig. 5.12) there will be no differential bias noise, and the noise
modulation function will be zero.
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Multiplying the noise modulation function with the tank ISF gives the effective ISF (Fig.
5.12c). Due to the rectifying operation of the active devices, the effective ISF will become
a periodic waveform having half the period of the oscillator. Since the ISF have half
the period, it will have no frequency component at the fundamental tone. Instead, the
oscillator is most sensitive for bias noise at the second harmonic of the oscillator. For this
reason, several bias noise filter approaches use a notch at twice the oscillator frequency to
filter out the bias noise [93].

In a perfectly matched oscillator the average value of the effective ISF is zero, meaning
no low-frequency noise is up-converted and affecting the VCO. In real oscillator imple-
mentations however, a common mode interferer will not be perfectly attenuated, and low
frequency noise will still be up-converted to some extent.

The 1/ f 2 part of the phase noise depends on the RMS value of theΓe f f. By making the
active devices smaller (dotted line in Fig. 5.12c), the time∆t is increased. This effectively
lowersΓe f f, decreasing the phase noise. From a bias point of view, the size ofM1 andM2

should be as small as possible, in order to reduce the effective ISF.

5.2.7 Noise from active devices

The noise of the active devices are proportional to the transconductance of the differen-
tial pair formed byM1 andM2. In the region where only one device is conducting, the
transconductance is zero, and the active devices do not contribute to the noise.

In the region where both devices are conducting, the noise depends on the tank voltage.
Fig. 5.13b shows a plot of the noise modulation function of the active devices. The noise
peeks when the tank voltage is zero.

Multiplying the noise modulation function with the tank ISF gives the effective ISF (Fig.
5.13c). Ideally also this ISF have an average of zero.

When increasing the size ofM1 andM2 the transconductance increase but at the same
time the conduction time∆t decrease. The two effects cancel and the RMS value of the
ISF remain approximately constant when changing the device size (Fig. 5.13c).

5.2.8 Phase noise optimization of LC-VCO

In order to minimize the phase noise of the oscillator, the following major strategies can
be used.

Improve Q value of resonator circuit

Improving the Q-value of the circuit is the best way to improve phase noise, since it also
gives reduced power consumption.

To find the distribution of loss and capacitance, it is often useful to calculate the equivalent
impedance of the resonance circuit building blocks (Fig. 5.4a).
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Figure 5.13:Active circuits noise and ISF

The inductor often dominates the loss, and careful layout of the inductor geometry is
important to give good phase noise performance [88]. It is often necessary to custom-
design the inductor for best performance in the oscillator. Accurate calculation of passive
devices can be performed using software tools likeAsitic [108].

Parasitic components in interconnects can often contribute substantially to loss in the
resonance circuit, and careful post layout extraction and simulation is necessary to predict
oscillator performance.

Reduce bias noise

To reduce the contribution from the bias, the current mirror devices in the bias circuit must
be properly sized. To reduce 1/ f noise the bias circuit often have a large area. Methods
to further reduce bias noise involve tail noise filtering techniques [94][95], or the use of
a noise filter to reduce the impact of noise from the current mirror transistor [109]. It has
also been suggested to bias the current mirrors in the triode region [99].
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Optimize device sizes

Based on the discussion in section 5.2.7 the ISF of the active devices is constant, implying
a constant phase noise contribution. However, increasing the device size reduce the con-
duction angle∆t which makes the current into the tank more square like. This increases
the oscillation amplitude giving improved phase noise.

Based on the discussion in section 5.2.6 and 5.2.7 the width of the active devices should
therefore be minimized if the bias noise is dominating, and should be maximized when
the bias noise is non dominant [104].

Increase power

By increasing the bias current, the amplitude increase and the phase noise is reduced at
the expense of increased power consumption.

If the amplitude is increases too much, the oscillator devices enters the triode region, giv-
ing voltage limited amplitude operation. Fig. 5.14 shows the oscillation amplitude when
sweeping the bias current. For small currents the amplitude is accurately approximated
using equation (5.11), but as the bias current increase the amplitude increase more slowly,
finally approaching the voltage limited regime.
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In the voltage limited region the phase noise performance does no longer increase, or may
even degrade when the bias current is increased. Fig. 5.15 shows the simulated phase
noise at 1 MHz offset when the bias current is swept. For currents below 19 mA, phase
noise improve when the current is increased. Above 20 mA the phase noise increase,
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giving a waste of power. The optimal bias current corresponds to the region where the
oscillator is entering voltage limited operation (Fig. 5.14).

The maximum chargeqmaxstored in the resonance circuit is proportional to the amplitude
and the total capacitance. If the amplitude cannot be increased without entering the volt-
age limited region, the phase noise can still be reduced by increasing the capacitance, and
correspondingly reducing the inductance to keep the oscillation frequency constant. By
reducing the inductance the allowed maximum bias current is increased, and better phase
noise performance can be achieved.

5.3 Pulse wave LC oscillator

In this chapter a new oscillator topology giving improved phase noise performance is
presented.

In the proposed topology, bias noise is decoupled and effectively filtered out. Active
devices operate in class-C and in a similar way as in a Colpitts oscillator, the drain currents
peak when the oscillator is insensitive to perturbations. For the same power consumption
the pulsed current gives higher oscillation amplitude, and therefore improved phase noise
compared to a traditional oscillator.

An amplitude control circuit is used to allow large oscillation amplitude, and ensure proper
start margin.
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The topology was first proposed in [110] and a theoretical treatment of the oscillator phase
noise performance is derived and published in paper 9.

5.3.1 Operation principle

Fig. 5.16 shows a principle schematic of the proposed oscillator topology. While schemat-
ically similar to a traditional LC-VCO, the operation principle differs substantially.

Figure 5.16:Circuit diagram Pulse Wave VCO

The additional bypass capacitorCbypasskeeps the voltageVtail at the source ofM1 andM2

constant. The capacitorsCbias are large compared to the gate capacitances and AC-couples
the tank voltage to the gates.

When the oscillator operates the voltage follows a sinusoidal waveform, and since the
transistors conduct current only when the gate-source voltage is higher than the threshold
voltagevth, the drain current will be pulse shaped as illustrated in Fig. 5.17.

Fig. 5.18 shows the simulated gate and source voltage ofM1 when the oscillator starts.
For clarity theVs+Vth is also plotted. When the amplitude is small, the gate voltage equals
the bias voltageVbias (Fig. 5.18a). The gate-source voltage is aboveVth andM1 andM2

will conduct half the bias current each.

As the amplitude increases, the gate-source voltage will swing high aboveVth, and the
peak drain current may be substantially higher than the bias current. The drain current
will charge the bypass capacitor, raising the source voltage (Fig. 5.18b) until the average
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Figure 5.17:Gate-source voltage and drain current in pulsed VCO
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Figure 5.18:Pulse wave VCO start

drain current equals half the bias currentIbias. The average gate-source voltage is now
below the threshold voltage, and the transistors operate in class-C.

For the same average current, a pulsed shaped waveform gives a higher oscillation ampli-
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tude, and therefore lower phase noise compared to the square wave current in a traditional
oscillator [111][112]. Similar to the operation of a Colpitts oscillator, the drain current
peaks when the voltage across the LC tank is maximum. According to the Impulse Sensi-
tivity Function (ISF) theory [17] the oscillator is then least sensitive to perturbations, and
the pulsed current gives minimum impact on oscillator phase noise.

In addition to shape the currents, the bypass capacitor (Cbypassin Fig. 5.16) decouples
bias noise and suppress variations on the voltage supply.

Allowing a large capacitance at the bias output also gives design freedom to size bias
devices for best noise performance. Unlike a traditional oscillator where the capacitance
at the bias should be low in order to ensure proper operation of the current sources [93],
the capacitance of the bias transistors are absorbed in the bypass capacitor in the proposed
architecture. This allows the use of large area bias devices, giving reduced 1/ f noise.

5.3.2 Bias circuit

In order to allow a large oscillation amplitude, and hence low phase noise, the bias devices
Rbias andCbias are introduced.

Without bias devices the gate and drain will swing aroundVdd, as illustrated in Fig. 5.19a.
Since the transistors will conduct a large current when the gate-source voltage is higher
thanVth, the tail capacitor will be charged and the source voltageVs rise to a value higher
thanVdd−Vth. This limits the swing at the drain to a value less thanVth since a larger
amplitude would cause the transistors to enter the triode region, as illustrated at point A
in Fig. 5.19a.

This phenomenon has been observed in [113] and [114], where a large tail capacitance is
found to give good phase- noise performance, but only for small oscillation amplitudes.

By introducing a bias network the average gate voltage can be lowered as illustrated in Fig.
5.19b. The bias network AC couples the tank voltage to the gates of the active devices.
The bias capacitors are selected to be larger than the gate capacitances and the the resistors
to be larger than the equivalent tank resistance in order to not affect the Q-value of the
resonance circuit.

In Fig. 5.19b the bias voltageVbias is 0V, but the voltage swing still allows the gate-source
voltage to rise aboveVth to give correct average drain current. The lower gate voltage
gives a lower source voltage, allowing the tank swing to increase without the transistors
entering the triode region (B Fig. 5.19b).

5.3.3 Amplitude control

Since the bias voltage giving the best phase noise performance is low, potentially lower
than the threshold voltage ofM1 andM2, the oscillator may not get enough bias current to
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Figure 5.19:Comparison traditional and AC coupled bias

Figure 5.20:Amplitude control circuit

start. To overcome this problem an amplitude control circuit is used as illustrated in Fig.
5.20.

The control circuit use an amplitude detector A-det and a comparator to detect if the oscil-
lation amplitude is above a certain amplitude determined byVre f . Using this arrangement
two different bias voltages are used, one high voltageVstart ensuring proper start margin
of the oscillator, and one lower voltageVoperategiving good phase noise performance.

A low pass filter is used to avoid fast transients in the bias voltage, potentially causing the
oscillator to stop. The time constant of the bias filter should be in the same range as the
time constant of current bias nodeVtail , allowing the tail voltage to adjust and keeping the
bias current constant. The low pass filter also filters out potential noise from the reference
voltages and switch.

Fig. 5.21 shows a transient simulation ofVd andVs using amplitude control circuit. The
bias voltage is switched fromVstart to Voperateat t = 20ns.
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Fig. 5.22 shows the zoomed in drain current att = 10ns, where the bias voltageVstart

is used. At this point, the minimum drain source voltage becomes very low, and the
transistors enter the triode region, causing dips in the drain current.

A t = 90ns the bias voltage isVoperate. At this time the source voltage is lower, giving
more margin at the drain so the transistors always operates in saturation. This gives the
desired pulse shaped drain currents (Fig. 5.23).

In principle it would be possible to realize the oscillator using only the bias voltage, omit-
ting the current source and connecting the source ofM1 andM2 directly to ground. This
would allow a slightly higher oscillation amplitude, since there is no voltage drop across
the current source. However, using this arrangement the circuit would be very sensitive
to variations in the bias voltage, making it difficult to get correct operation amplitude
in practical circuit implementations. Also, without the bias circuit, noise in the voltage
supply is no longer suppressed.
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5.3.4 Calculation of1/ f 2 phase noise

In this section equations approximating the phase noise contribution of the active devices
M1 andM2 are derived.

To calculate the noise, time varying drain currents are first expressed. The oscillator
conduction angle is expressed in terms of device parameters and bias current. Using these
equations, the time varying noise and effective Impulse Sensitivity Function is calculated.
When the effective ISF is known, phase noise can be calculated using methods from [17]
as explained in chapter 4.4.4.

Since both transistors have equal but uncorrelated contribution to the phase noise, the
equation are derived only for deviceM2.

Figure 5.24:Oscillator waveforms and ISF

The calculations assume the Q-value of the resonator to be sufficiently high for the differ-
ential tank voltageVo to be expressed by a cosine
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Vo(φ) = Ao ·cos(φ) (5.15)

whereAo is the differential amplitudeVd1−Vd2 andφ is the oscillator phase. Using (5.15)
the gate-source voltage of transistorM2 can be expressed

vgs2(φ) = Vbias−Vtail +
A0

2
cos(φ) = VGS+Ascos(φ) (5.16)

whereVGS is the difference between the bias and the average tail voltage, andAs is the
voltage swing at the gate ofM2, as illustrated in Fig. 5.24a. When the matching between
M1 andM2 is good,As is equals half the differential oscillation amplitude.

The conduction angle is used to express the part of the oscillation cycle where the gate-
source voltagevgs(φ) is higher than the threshold voltageVth and the transistors are con-
ducting. To make the equations less cluttered,Φ is here used to represent half the conduc-
tion angle:

cos(Φ) =
Vth−VGS

As
(5.17)

Using the square law equation, the drain currents ofM2 when the gate voltage is higher
than the threshold voltage can now be expressed

Id2(φ) =
β
2
(Ascos(φ)+VGS−Vth)2 =

βA2
s

2
(cos(φ)−cos(Φ))2 (5.18)

whereβ is the device and process dependent constant.

β = µeCox
W
L

(5.19)

µe is the device mobility,Cox the unit gate capacitance andW andL the device width and
length. Equation (5.18) is valid as long as cos(φ) > cos(Φ).

Using (5.18) the instantaneous transconductance ofM2 can be expressed:

gm2(φ) = βAs · (cos(φ)−cos(Φ)) (5.20)

The instantaneous drain thermal noise currentin,d2 is a function ofgm2.

in,d2(φ) =
√

4kTγgm2(φ)∆ f (5.21)

For long channel devicesγ equals 2/3, but may be higher for short channel devices.T is
the absolute temperature and∆ f is the unity bandwidth. Combining equations (5.20) and
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(5.21) and merging the non time varying parameters into a constantin0,d2 =
√

4kTγβAs∆ f
the time varying noise can be expressed

in,d2(φ) = in0,d2 ·
√

cos(φ)−cos(Φ) (5.22)

Equation (5.22) can be interpreted as a constant noise modulated by a noise modulation
functionα(φ)

in,d2(φ) = in0,d2 ·α(φ) (5.23)

From a noise point of view the bypass capacitorCbypassis large andVtail an AC ground.
The drain current noise can therefore be considered to be directly injected into tank.

Since tank voltage is a cosine the Impulse Sensitivity FunctionΓ will be a sinusoidal. The
drain current is injected only into one branch of the tank, and the ISF for drain noiseΓNn

will therefore be half the ISF of the tank:

ΓNn(φ) =
sin(φ)

2
(5.24)

Combiningα(φ) with equation (5.24) gives the effectiveΓe f f:

Γe f f(φ) = ΓNnα(φ) =
sin(φ)

2
·
√

cos(φ)−cos(Φ) (5.25)

The waveform ofΓe f f is illustrated in Fig. 5.24c. To estimate the 1/ f 2 part of the oscil-
lator phase noise, the RMS value ofΓe f f is calculated:

Γ2
rms,e f f =

1
2π

Z Φ

−Φ

sin2(φ)
4

· (cos(φ)−cos(Φ))dφ (5.26)

Equation (5.26) can be approximated using a Taylor expansion:

Γ2
rms,e f f ≈

1
8π

· 2
15

·Φ5
(

1− 11
42

Φ2
)
≈ 1

8π
· 2
15

·Φ5 (5.27)

If the matching betweenM1 andM2 is good, the average drain currentId2 is equal to half
the bias current:

Id2 =
1
2π

Z Φ

−Φ

βA2
s

2
· (cos(φ)−cos(Φ))2dφ =

Ibias

2
(5.28)
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Using Taylor expansion to approximate equation (5.28) and solving the equation, the con-
duction angle can be expressed

Φ ≈
(

15π
βA2

s

Ibias

2

)1/5

(5.29)

Substituting (5.29) into (5.27) gives the RMS value of the effective ISF:

Γ2
rms,e f f ≈

Ibias

8βA2
s

(5.30)

Knowing theΓrms,e f f, the 1/ f 2 part of the oscillator phase noise can be calculated using
methods explained in section 4.4. As transistorM1 andM2 have equal noise, the total
phase noise contribution from the active devices to the oscillator is:

Lactive(∆ω) = 10log

(
2

in0,d2

∆ f
·

Γ2
rms,e f f

2q2
max∆ω2

)
= 10log

(
Ibias

A3
0

· kTγ
C2∆ω2

)
(5.31)

Interesting to note is that phase noise according to equation (5.31), do not depend on the
device size or the conduction angle.

One might intuitively have expected that since a short conduction angle gives a reduced
effective ISF, it would also give reduced phase noise. However, in order to achieve the
reduced conduction angle, the MOS devices need to deliver a higher peek current, result-
ing in increased peak transconductance and noise. The two effects cancel, and as long as
other parameters such as the oscillation amplitude are constant, phase noise is relatively
independent of the conduction angle.

5.3.5 Oscillation amplitude

The oscillation amplitude is found by multiplying the first harmonicI1 of the output cur-
rent with the equivalent tank parallel resistanceRP.

The first harmonic is found by Fourier expanding the drain current

I1 =
1
π

Z Φ

−Φ
Id2(φ)cos(φ)dφ (5.32)

=
β
π

A2
s

(
1
3

cos2(Φ)sin(Φ)+
2
3

sin(Φ)−Φcos(Φ)
)

(5.33)

which can be approximated
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I1 ≈ 2
βA2

s

15π
Φ5
(

1− 11
42

Φ2
)

(5.34)

Combining equation (5.29) and (5.34), the fundamental current can be expressed in terms
of the bias current

I1 ≈ Ibias

(
1− Φ2

14

)
(5.35)

If M1 andM2 are sufficiently wide, the current will be delivered in narrow pulses resulting
in a small conduction angleΦ. The second term of equation (5.35) will then be small and
the oscillation amplitude can be approximated:

A0 = I1RP ≈ IbiasRP (5.36)

This result is identical to the oscillation amplitude of a Colpitts oscillator [111].

5.3.6 Total phase noise

AssumingCbypassis large enough to completely filter out the bias noise, the total phase
noise will be the sum of the thermal noise in the tank resistor, and the noise from the active
devices.

Using equation (4.30) from section 4.4.4, the noise fromRP is

L(∆ω) = 10· log

(
kT

RPA2
0C

2∆ω2

)
(5.37)

Substituting equation (5.36) into (5.31) and combining with (5.37) the total phase noise
of the pulsed waved oscillator can be expressed:

Ltot,pw(∆ω) = 10log

(
1

RPA2
0

· kT
C2∆ω2 · (1+ γ)

)
(5.38)

5.4 Comparison LC and pulse wave VCO

The total phase noise of a LC-VCO in the 1/ f 2 region is according to [111], rewritten to
use the same notation as the rest of this chapter:
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Ltot,lc(∆ω) = 10log

(
1

RPA2
0,lc

· kT
C2∆ω2 · (1+ γ+ γηgm,tail RP/2

)
(5.39)

whereA0,lc is the differential oscillation amplitude, andη is a function of the amplitude,
bias and process parameters.

The three terms in 1+ γ + γηgm,tail RP/2 represents the contribution from the thermal
noise, active device noise and the bias FET respectively.

The similarity between equation (5.38) and (5.39) is striking. The difference in phase
noise∆L is

∆L(∆ω) = Ltot,lc(∆ω)−Ltot,pw(∆ω) = 10log

((
A0

A0,lc

)2

·
1+ γ+ γηgm,tail RP/2

1+ γ

)
(5.40)

If the two oscillator topologies are oscillating at the same amplitude they would achieve
the same phase noise performance, assuming the bias noise contribution of the LC-VCO
can be made sufficiently small by minimizingη, for example using methods proposed in
[93], [94] or [95].

However, for the same bias current the pulse wave oscillator will give a higher oscillation
amplitude, and therefore also improved phase noise. The maximum amplitude of an LC
oscillator is

A0,lc =
2IbiasRP

π
(5.41)

dividing equation (5.35) and (5.41), the relation between difference oscillation amplitudes
using the same bias current is found.

A0

A0,lc
=

1− 1
14Φ

2/π
(5.42)

The pulse-wave VCO will operate in class-C for conduction anglesΦ less thanπ/2, giving
an amplitude of the pulsed oscillator at least 1.29 times higher than the LC oscillators. For
small conduction angles the difference is up to 1.57, i.e. the phase noise in a pulse-wave
oscillator will be improved 3.9 dB compared to a LC-VCO for the same tank Q-value and
bias current.

In most LC-VCO implementations the bias noise can not be neglected, and experience
from simulation is that practical phase noise improvements are the range of 5-10 dB, as
discussed in paper 9.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

This thesis discuss the design and implementation of fully integrated PLL circuits. A
number of methods to analyze and improve circuit performance are proposed and verified
though transceiver implementations.

In low-power and low-cost applications such as BlueTooth and Zigbee, power consump-
tion and circuit area are critical design parameters. In many applications the required
components in the PLL filter are so big it is not cost effective to include the filter com-
ponents on-chip. A method to overcome this limitation is presented in paper 1, where a
frequency synthesizer targeting FSK applications is presented. The synthesizer use open-
loop modulation of the carrier, but unlike conventional implementations, the proposed
synthesizer is open both when transmitting and receiving data. Compared to other mod-
ulation schemes such as direct up-conversion or modulation using closed loop∆Σ modu-
lation, the proposed method have lower current consumption since most PLL blocks are
disables both when transmitting and receiving data. To achieve low frequency drift a novel
charge-pump topology minimizing leakage current is proposed. The low leakage current
allows the use of a small area on-chip PLL filter giving a cost effective implementation
using no external components.

As the complexity of circuits increase, test and verification becomes problematic since
internal blocks can not be accessed and measured. To allow measurement of on-chip RF
amplitudes, a small area on-chip amplitude detector suitable for integrating is proposed in
paper 2. The small area, flat frequency response and minimal loading makes the circuit
suitable for implementation at many RF nodes throughout a transceiver. Knowledge about
on-chip amplitudes gives important information during circuit debugging and production
test.

Another problem with highly integrated circuits is variation in process and layout. In
order to make circuits robust it is desirable to design circuits that are able to achieve
good performance in the presence of process variations and layout miss-match. This can
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be achieved for example by using automatic circuit calibration. A quadrature oscillator
using calibration of amplitude and phase is proposed in paper 3. The calibration scheme
detects and compensates differences in amplitude between the I and Q branch, improving
phase and amplitude matching at least a factor 10 compared to an uncalibrated circuit.

Another trend besides low power and cheap implementation is radio applications target-
ing high performance. In order to achieve high data rates emerging standards tend to use
more advanced modulation schemes, increasing the requirements on frequency synthe-
sizer spectral purity.

Since the voltage controlled oscillator is one of the most critical PLL building blocks,
oscillators require special attention in terms of device sizing and selection of bias point
and amplitude. A novel oscillator topology capable of achieving reduced phase noise
compared to the LC-VCO topology widely used in todays radio transceivers is presented
in paper 9. The theoretical phase noise reduction compared to a LC-VCO is 3.9 dB, but
thanks to the ability to effectively filter out bias noise, phase noise can often be reduced in
the range of 5-10 dB in practical VCO implementations. The proposed oscillator topology
will become an important building block in future generation radio transceivers.

To achieve good synthesizer performance it is also necessary to predict and minimize un-
wanted frequency components such as phase noise and spurious tones. Since the PLL is
strongly non-linear and involves a wide range of frequencies, circuit simulation is diffi-
cult and direct simulation using analog circuit simulators usually fails. In order to predict
PLL performance it is instead necessary to use a range of simulation and calculation tech-
niques. Throughout this thesis various methods to predict PLL spectral purity using both
analytical and numerical methods are discussed. In particular the impact of the charge-
pump noise is investigated, and methods to reduce charge-pump noise and interferes are
proposed in paper 6 and 7.

By doing careful design it is possible to integrate the frequency synthesizer into a large
system. The feasibility of designing highly integrated frequency synthesizers achiev-
ing excellent phase noise performance is confirmed with the IEEE 802.11abg WLAN
transceiver presented in paper 4 and 5.

While most circuits in this work are targeting highly integrated low cost and low current
applications, the techniques are general and the methods proposed may be used when
designing future generation high performance radio applications.
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Appendix A

Calculation of loop-filter
components

Figure A.1 shows the circuit diagram of a second order loop-filter.

Figure A.1:2nd order loop-filter.

The loop filter has a transfer function F(s):

F(s) =
sC2R+1

s(C1 +C2 +sC1C2R)
(A.1)

Identifying the poles and zeros, equation (A.1) can be expressed:

F(s) =
1+s/ωz

s(1+s/ωp)
· 1
C1 +C2

(A.2)

where

ωp =
C1 +C2

C1C2R
(A.3)
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and

ωz =
1

RC2
(A.4)

In a PLL the open loop transfer function is:

G(s) = KD ·F(s) · KVCO

s
· 1
N

(A.5)

whereKD andKVCO is the phase detector and VCO gain respectively. N is the feedback
divider division ratio.

Figure A.2 shows the corresponding bode plot and pole-zero constallation for the open
loop PLL.

Figure A.2:Loop-filter bode plot and corresponding poles and zeros

The loop-filter and the VCO form one pole in the origin each. The uncompensated loop
would be unstable, and the resistor create a compensating zero to improve the phase mar-
gin.

The open loop have unity gain at frequencyω1, where

ω1 = 2π ·BW (A.6)

BW is called the bandwidth of the PLL.

This section describes a method to calculate the component values of the loop-filter com-
ponents in order to acheive a maximum phase marginPM at the the unity gain frequency
ω1.
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A.1 Calculation of frequency of pole and zero

The total phase shift around the open loop is:

ϕ =−180+ϕz−ϕp (A.7)

Since the PLL use negative feedback, the phase margin will be:

PM = ϕz−ϕp (A.8)

or expressed using poles and zeros:

PM = arctan(ω/ωz)−arctan(ω/ωp) (A.9)

The frequency where maximum phase margin is achieved is calculated by setting the
derivative of the phase margin to zero. Solving the equation gives the frequencyω1 where
maximum phase margin is acheived:

ω2 = ωpωz (A.10)

Assuming we want maximum phase margin at the loop-filter bandwidth,ω = ω1. Com-
bining (A.9) and (A.10) the phase margin can then be expressed:

PM = ϕz−ϕp = arctan(ωp/ω1)−arctan(ω1/ωp) (A.11)

Equation (A.11) can be interpreted asϕz andϕp are the angles of oposit corners in a right
triangle. Since the sum of the angles in a triangle is 180◦, the sum ofϕz andϕp is

ϕz+ϕp = 90◦ (A.12)

The phase margin can now be expressed:

PM = ϕz− (90◦−ϕz) (A.13)

giving that:

ϕz =
PM+90◦

2
(A.14)

and corresponding:
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ϕp =
90◦−PM

2
(A.15)

The frequency of the poles and zeros can now be expressed in terms ofω1 and PM:

ωz = ω1 · tan(ϕz) = ω1 · tan

(
90◦−PM

2

)
(A.16)

and

ωp = ω1 · tan(ϕp) = ω1 · tan

(
PM+90◦

2

)
(A.17)

A.2 Calculation of component values

When the frequency of the pole and zero are known, the values ofC1, C2 and R can be
calculated to give unity gain frequency atω1.

Rearranging equation (A.5), the magnitude of the open-loop transfer function at frequency
ω1 can be expressed:

|G(s)|= ICPKVCO

N
·
∣∣∣∣H(s)

s

∣∣∣∣ (A.18)

The magnitude of the frequency dependent component is:

∣∣∣∣H(s)
s

∣∣∣∣=
√

1+(ω1/ωz)2

ω2
1

√
1+(ω1/ωp)2

· 1
C1 +C2

(A.19)

Using (A.10), equation (A.19) can be simplified to:

∣∣∣∣H(s)
s

∣∣∣∣= 1
ω1ωz

· 1
C1 +C2

(A.20)

KD, KVCO and N are known and the magnitude atω1 should be 1. The sum ofC1 andC2

can now be identified:

C1 +C2 =
ICPKVCO

N
· 1

ω1ωz
(A.21)

Using equation (A.21) together with (A.3), (A.4), (A.17) and (A.16) the component values
can now be identified:
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C1 =
ICPKVCO

N
· 1

ω1ωp
(A.22)

C2 =
ICPKVCO

N
· 1

ω1ωz
−C1 (A.23)

R=
1

ωzC2
(A.24)

or expressed usingω1 and PM:

C1 =
ICPKVCO

N
· tan(45◦−PM/2)

ω2
1

(A.25)

C2 =
ICPKVCO

N
· 2

ω2
1 tan(90◦−PM)

(A.26)

R=
N

ICPKVCO
· ω1

1− tan2(45◦−PM/2)
(A.27)

Equation (A.25), (A.26) and (A.27) can be used to directly calculate the loop-filter com-
ponents values to give desired loop-filter bandwidth and phase margin.
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Appendix B

Behavioral models

B.1 VCO behavioral model

// VerilogA for fj_test, vco_beh, veriloga

‘include "constants.vams"
‘include "disciplines.vams"

module vco_beh(out, enable, gnda, ibias, trim, vdda, vtune);

input vdda, gnda;
input enable, ibias, vtune;
input [2:0] trim;
output out;

electrical vdda, gnda;
electrical enable, ibias, vtune;
electrical [2:0] trim;
electrical out;

parameter real thres = 0.9; // Above thres logical 1
parameter real bias_nom = 1e-3;
parameter real tol = 0.1; // 10% tolerance

real Cvar, Ctrim, fr;
integer tr;

analog begin
// Calculate trim value
tr = V(trim[0]) > thres ? 1 : 0;

139
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tr = tr + (V(trim[1]) > thres ? 2 : 0);
tr = tr + (V(trim[2]) > thres ? 4 : 0);

// Check enable signal and bias
if ((V(enable) > thres) &&

(I(ibias) > bias_nom*(1-tol)) &&
(I(ibias) < bias_nom*(1+tol))) begin

// If enable and bias correct, calculate frequency
Ctrim = 1-0.075*tr;
Cvar = 1.05-0.2*tanh(2.5*(V(vtune)-0.2));
fr = 100/(sqrt((Ctrim+Cvar)*10)*2*3.1415);

end else begin
// Else, set frequency output to zero
fr = 0.0;

end;

// Set outputs
V(ibias) <+ 0.9; // Fix bias input to reasonable voltage
V(out) <+ fr; // 1V = 1GHz

end
endmodule

B.2 Divider behavioral model

// Divider behavioral model
// Model for programmable divider
// dividing between 32 and 47

‘include "constants.vams"
‘include "disciplines.vams"

module divider_beh(out, N, enable, gnda, ibias, in, vdda);

input vdda, gnda;
input in, ibias, enable;
input [3:0] N;
output out;

electrical vdda, gnda;
electrical in, ibias, enable;
electrical [3:0] N;
electrical out;

parameter real thres = 0.9; // Above thres logical 1
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parameter real bias_nom = 100e-6;
parameter real tol = 0.1; // 10% tolerance
parameter real scale = 1e9; // 1V input = 1GHz

real freq, phase;
integer div_n;

analog begin
// Reset variables at initial timestep
@(initial_step) begin

phase = 0.0;
end

// Update division value only when one full period has passed
@(initial_step or cross(V(out)-0.9, 1)) begin

div_n = 32 + (V(N[0]) > thres ? 1 : 0);
div_n = div_n + (V(N[1]) > thres ? 2 : 0);
div_n = div_n + (V(N[2]) > thres ? 4 : 0);
div_n = div_n + (V(N[3]) > thres ? 8 : 0);

end

// Check enable signal and bias
if ((V(enable) > thres) &&

(I(ibias) > bias_nom*(1-tol)) &&
(I(ibias) < bias_nom*(1+tol))) begin

// If enable and bias correct, set the frequency
freq = V(in)*scale/div_n;

end else begin
freq = 0.0;

end

// Set generate outputs
phase = idtmod(freq*‘M_TWO_PI, 0, ‘M_TWO_PI);
V(ibias) <+ 0.9; // Fix bias input to reasonable voltage
V(out) <+ 0.9*sin(phase)+0.9;

// Limit time steps so at least 10 points are generated
// each period
$bound_step(1/(freq*10));

end

endmodule


